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to you...

A
Colourful African art on
display in the rooms
at The Silo, Cape Town.

VISTARA HIGHLIGHTS
We’re geared up to receive our third Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner aircraft for our
long-haul routes! Starting 30 October 2022, we will operate 6x weekly flights
between Delhi and Frankfurt, and connectivity between Delhi and Paris will
increase from 2x to 5x weekly.
Abu Dhabi and Jeddah are the newest additions to our international network!
We have 3x weekly flights between Jeddah and Mumbai. And we will operate
weekly flights between Abu Dhabi and Mumbai starting 1 October 2022.
We’re delighted to have crossed the 1 million domestic passengers mark for
the first time in our history in July 2022. Thank you placing your trust in us
and we hope you continue to #FlyTheNewFeeling!

successful design is a perfectly
balanced combination of
artistic vision and technical
expertise. This month, in
our Design issue, we shine a creative light on
the many facets of this unique craft—across
the fields of fashion, art, architecture, movies,
watches, interiors, and much more!
We start off with a trip to some of the world's
most luxurious art hotels, home to spectacular
paintings, sculptures, and architecture—from a
Michelangelo-designed resort in Italy to modern
artwork by Satish Gujral at a five-star property
in India! Next, we head to Paris, beyond its
famous landmarks, for an exciting exploration of
two of its most artistic neighbourhoods—once
home to masters like Renoir and Picasso, these
districts still boast a lively artsy, cultural scene,
as well as the best crêpes in town! From there,
we make our way to the beautiful, ancient city of
Jeddah. Check out our curated two-day itinerary
to experience this inspirational destination.
Back home, our story on Lucknow helps you
discover the architectural and musical traditions
of its glorious past. Peruse our ‘Photo Essay’ to
uncover the delicious stories behind worldfamous paintings. Speaking of delicious, don’t
miss our feature on the latest trends in the art
of plating food. It’s a mouth-watering treat for
the eyes! The very dapper actor-turned-designer
Rahul Khanna shares his sartorial tastes in an
intimate chat with us. And finally, witness
design at its best in our ‘Luxe Picks’ section
with our selection of gorgeous watches, as well
as elegant ceramic ware sure to add an artistic
touch to your homes.
Here’s wishing you a memorable journey
filled with inspiration and wonder!
- Team Vistara
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The stories of the Maldives reﬂected in Intertwining patterns and bold vibrant colours.
For millennia, Maldivians have used the natural resources in our islands to craft objects of vibrant and complex
beauty. Among this is the art of mat weaving, locally known as Thun’du kunaa viyun. This is an art that reﬂects
the indigenous patterns, colours, and beauty of Maldivian craftsmanship. Using only a knife, dyes, and reed,
mats are woven to depict intricate patterns and motifs with deep cultural meaning.
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Ancient Quartzby Zhang Enli graces
the ceiling of the drawing room
at The Fife Arms, Scotland.

Striking,
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Forever stylish actor Rahul
Khanna talks about his
design-centric world view and
new line of menʼs accessories

Discover the artistic and
architectural vibrance of
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Montparnasse districts
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Exquisitely crafted watches
and opulent porcelain and
ceramic home décor pieces

Explore the Saudi Arabian city
of Jeddah, a melting pot of the
historic and contemporary
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Art Trails

Luxe Picks
Staying en vogue
with dapper actor
Rahul Khanna
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and buildings of Jeddahʼs historical district.
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Fascinating stories behind some of
the worldʼs most legendary paintings

Fashion designer JJ Valaya on his love
for art, and new interior design venture

Canvas
The Ministry of Civil Aviation has
upgraded its Air Sewa portal which is
accessible through an interactive web
portal and a mobile app.
The new version includes the
following features:
a) Secure sign up and log-in with
social media
b) Chatbot for travellers’ support
c) Improved grievance management,
including social media grievance
d) Real-time flight status and
detailed flight schedule
Air Sewa is available at
www.airsewa.gov.in
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The Last Word

DISCLAIMER:

While this issue might inspire you to travel, we ask that you thoroughly
research the destination and its regulatory pre-requisites, and travel only
if it is safe to do so. Please continue to cooperate with government
advisories for the safety of yourself and your co-travellers.
Pages labelled as ʻAdvertorialʼ are promotional articles.

Rankings & Accreditations

450+

Recruitment Partners

100%

Placements in select
Programmes

REVA University has been consistently top-ranked by several agencies at the national
and international levels.

Ensures holistic development
• Quest for excellence
• Raises the bar of excellence with its high-quality education
• Collaborates with academic & industrial institutions that enable the students
to get enough exposure
• With 15000+ students and 1500+ strong faculty members, REVA University imparts
contemporary learning in an empowering, industry-friendly environment
• REVA gives equal emphasis to scholastic and extracurricular activities
• Inculcation of value systems among students, teachers, and others
• Fosters global competencies
• Promotes research and innovation in socially relevant and newer areas
and the use of technology
• Contributes to national development

ARIIA
Rated in Band A (6th to 25th ranking) under the
Private Institutions Category.
QS IGAUGE INSTITUTIONS
REVA is amongst the ﬁrst 12 institutions in the country to receive
the E-Learning Excellence Certiﬁcate for academic digitisation.
OUTLOOK
Outlook has ranked REVA in the 14th position
among the Top 25 Young University category.
TIMES ANNUAL ENGINEERING COLLEGE RANKING SURVEY 2022
12th amongst the Top 20 Engineering Colleges and
Universities in India.
THE WEEK - HANSA RESEARCH - BEST B SCHOOL
SURVEY 2021
8th in Private B Schools, Bengaluru.
INDIA TODAY - MDRA
Best Universities
Ranked 33 amongst the Private Universities in the country.
BUSINESS STANDARD
Top 50 B-Schools in India.
R WORLD INSTITUTIONAL RANKING
REVA has been ranked at 7th position in OBE rankings for its
outcome-based education (OBE) model of Teaching-Learning
pedagogy.
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advertised herein.
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V I S TA

PERSPECTIVES ON AWE-INSPIRING LANDSCAPES

Puducherry
An oasis of heritage, spirituality,
and bohemian treasures.

KALKI KOECHLIN
Actor

Sy lve r _K / S hu ute rsto c k

“Don’t miss the amazing breakfast at Bread & Chocolate and be
sure to try a Korean meal at Nowana—both are in Kuilapalayam on
the road to Auroville. A great place to stay is Shubham, a homestay
in the hea of town. I usually hire a cycle or scooter to get around.
I also like suing at Bodhi Beach. The Sri Aurobindo Ashram
Samadhi is ideal for meditative peace aer a hectic day.”

V I S T A PICTURE PERFECT

SPECIAL FEATURE

Dubrovnik

SSVM TURNS 25!
AN INCREDIBLE JOURNEY OF
EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION
WITH AFFIRMATIONS

A medieval beauty alongside the
glimmering waters of the Adriatic Sea.

As SSVM Group of Institutions celebrates its 25 th year of providing
world-class education, the path-breaking educational group reflects on its
successes and what it hopes to achieve in the coming years.

Incepted in 1998, Shree Sarasswathi
Vidhyaah Mandheer (SSVM) started
its humble abode of education as
a play school on a rented campus.
Its goals were simple, realistic, yet
ambitious. A quarter of a century later,
the group now has a larger fund of
academic excellence to draw from its
seven campuses in Mettupalayam and
Coimbatore. SSVM began its journey
with numerous questions—How unique
is this educational institute going to be?
How would a child benefit? And the
answer has always been the same—
topping excellence in academics and
extracurricular activities and assuring
the holistic growth of every child.

HUMA QURESHI
Actor

t ri d l a nd / Getty Im a ges

“An ad shoot took me to Dubrovnik, which I think is the most
gorgeous place on Eah. I had long wanted to visit it to see the
stunning locations where my favourite show, Game of Thrones,
was filmed. I also enjoyed swimming in the stunning waters of
the Blue Cave, located a sho distance from the city. My only
regret is that I didn’t carry an underwater camera to capture
its surreal beauty for posterity!”

Building a Strong Foundation
Its every institution’s duty to transform its
students into responsible, talented, and
contributing members of the nation’s
progress. The wisdom, knowledge,
and behavioural patterns imbibed in
children from a very young age can
make or break their lives. Therefore, it’s
important that parents and educators
collaborate with each other. “Since the
beginning, every day has been filled with
challenges, hopes, and aspirations, and
we have learned many lessons along
the way,” states Dr Manimekalai Mohan,
Founder and Managing Trustee of
SSVM Institutions.

The conclave topics will be centred on
three areas:
› The Road to Success
› How to Face Challenges
› How Students Can Shape the
Future of India

Dr Manimekalai Mohan
Founder & Managing Trustee, SSVM Institutions,
Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu

An Innovative Conclave and
The Road Ahead
To mark its 25th year milestone celebrations,
SSVM proudly launches the three-day
Transforming India Conclave, from 1st to
3rd September: ‘Creating the Leaders of
Tomorrow’ is an initiative designed to bring
together the brightest minds from India and
beyond. By hosting such distinct events,
SSVM encourages student entrepreneurs
to pitch their start-up ideas to industry
experts and serves as a launchpad for them
to achieve their dreams. ‘The inspirational
Guru Awards’ are presented to teachers
who have made immeasurable contributions
to the lives of students and society.

Eminent Speakers
Indian space engineer and Padma Bhushan
awardee Nambi Narayanan, author Chetan
Bhagat, actor Ashish Vidyarthi, Dr Ramkumar
from Purnarnava Ayurveda, music legend
Lydian Nadhaswaram, designer Vivek
Karunakaran, entrepreneurs Pooja Srinivasa
Raja and CK Kumaravel, YouTube content
creators Mohamed Irfan, Anupama Kumar,
and Vijay Anand, educationalist Deepa
Aathreya, super young social entrepreneurs
Sharaan and Prasiddhi Singh. It’s a golden
opportunity for all to interact with these
extraordinary personalities.
The year 2022 and years to come will see
students and educators from different schools
networking, exchanging ideas, and forming
constructive platforms to further their growth.
On this joyous occasion, Dr Mohan states,
“SSVM will continue excelling at every
juncture, offer brilliant academic programs,
continue shaping the future of every child
on our campus, honour teachers, and
keep abreast of the latest advancements
in ensuring quality education. See you at
our next milestone!”

V I S T A PICTURE PERFECT

London

An iconic blend of antiquity and the avant-garde.

The smarter massage with
AI voice control

“Because of Wimbledon, London has long been a
go-to destination for me. The spectacular city views,
wateront cafés, and festivities around make it
an enjoyable experience. I’m a big fan of its musical
theatre scene and multiple food options. A big
shout-out to the Indian restaurant, Chakra!”

CALL NOW
+91 9560601388
m b bi rdy/ Getty Im a ges

ROHAN BOPANNA
Indian tennis player

Available at Selected Stores & E-Commerce Websites
Follow Us for More Updates
For more information on uLove2, visit www.OSIMindia.com
Delhi | Noida | Gurgaon | Mumbai | Lucknow | Ahemdabad | Bangalore

SCAN FOR MORE INFO

# T R E N D I N G SOCIAL FEED

WHATʼS UP ON SOCIAL?
Tune into all the Vistara chatter on social media.

TWEET ON POINT

@yahansewahan

@twofeet_travels
@Arjun5garg

@samkit_shah

#TAG US IN
@vistara
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GET SOCIAL WITH US
Tag us on social media, add #vistara,
and you may stand a chance to be
featured in the Vistara inflight magazine.
@vistara
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@Rajesh Babu

# T R E N D I N G BINGE

MASTERFUL MISE-EN-SCÈNE
Bask in the universe of design, architecture, fashion, and photography with these entertaining movies and shows
reflecting the distinct artistic ethos of their creators. By AAKRITI JASWANT

MOVIES GALORE

The Devil Wears Prada
Comedy/Drama I 1H 49M

Loving Vincent
Biographical Drama I 1H 34M

Directed by Ridley Scott and starring Lady Gaga and
Adam Driver, this movie is inspired by true events relating
to the Gucci family. Based on the book The House of
Gucci: A Sensational Story of Murder, Madness, Glamour,
and Greed by Sara Gay Forden, it follows the story of
Patrizia Reggiani, an outsider to the world of glamour,
who marries Maurizio Gucci. Their romance soon turns
into a struggle for control over the Italian fashion house.
Full of twists and turns, this one will keep you hooked!
Watch on: Amazon Prime Video

This animated comedy directed by Wes Anderson is based
on Roald Dahlʼs eponymous book. The plot follows Mr. Fox
(voiced by George Clooney), who has turned his back on
his life of stealing for his family but longs to return to his
earlier ways. His subsequent thefts result in his loved ones
and community being targeted by the farmers from whom
he has stolen. Now, itʼs up to him to save the day. The film
is notable for its use of the stop-motion technique that
Anderson uses to create beautiful frames.
Watch on: Apple TV+
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Fantastic Mr. Fox
Comedy/Adventure I 1H 27M

This visually spectacular
creation is the worldʼs
first fully painted feature film.
A Poland and UK
co-production, the animated
movie blends historical facts
with a fictional plot and
investigates the final years
of Vincent van Goghʼs life.
In a gorgeous, ingenious
dedication to the famous
painterʼs work, each of the
filmʼs 65,000 frames is an
oil painting created by 125
professional artists from
across the world.
Watch on: Amazon
Prime Video

House of Gucci
Drama/Crime I 2H 37M

Al l i m a ges co ur tesy of p ro du ce rs /c ha nn e ls

Based on Lauren
Weisbergerʼs eponymous
novel, this hugely popular
film starring Meryl Streep
and Anne Hathaway is a
classic comedy, perfect for
a feel-good movie session.
A college graduate with
no interest in the world of
glamour ironically lands a
job in a high-profile fashion
magazine firm. What follows
is a series of comical and
dramatic incidents as she
tries to fit into her new
role. A lighthearted watch,
especially for Streepʼs
brilliant performance.
Watch on: Apple TV+

# T R E N D I N G BINGE

AN OTT EXTRAVAGANZA

Home
Documentary I 2 Seasons

Tales by Light
Documentary I 3 Seasons

This Australian docuseries features
jaw-dropping visuals as it follows
photographers and filmmakers
who travel far and wide to capture
spellbinding images of tribes,
cultures, and landscapes—all
from new, amazing angles. From
documenting the Huli clan of
Papua New Guinea to capturing
fascinating photos of manta
rays in the Raja Ampat Islands
of Indonesia—this three-seasonstrong series showcases a range of
breathtaking locations and stories.
Watch on: Netflix

22 /

Peek inside the worldʼs most
uniquely designed residences
with this docuseries. The
show travels across the
globe to not only uncover
the innovative ideas and
stories behind these design
marvels but also interview
their visionary creators
who are redefining the very
concept of ʻhomeʼ. Thoroughly
mesmerising, each episode
also explores new-age trends
such as 3D-printed homes
and bioclimatic houses.
Watch on: Apple TV+

Abstract: The Art of Design
Documentary I 2 Seasons

/ SEPTEMBER 2022

Ultimate Supercar
Documentary I 1 Season

Produced by National
Geographic, this informative
series offers users an
exclusive glimpse into the
design, engineering, and
manufacturing processes
behind the worldʼs most
famous cars. With each
episode covering coveted cars
like the Aston Martin DBS
Superleggera, Lamborghini
Aventador SVJ, and Ferrari
Portofino, this one will get the
motorheadsʼ hearts racing!
Watch on: Disney+ Hotstar

Al l i m a ges co ur tesy of p ro du ce rs /c ha nn e ls

This documentary series
profiles some of the worldʼs
most innovative, trailblazing
illustrators, designers,
architects, and photographers.
Expressing the power of
design in shaping almost
every aspect of our lives, each
episode covers a specific,
exciting, and unique field—
stage design, bio-architecture,
footwear design, typeface
style, and much more—
showcasing artists across a
wide spectrum of disciplines.
Watch on: Netflix

# T R E N D I N G BOOKMARK

COFFEE TABLE COLLECTIBLES
Aesthetically pleasing and engagingly informative, these design-themed tomes will add
that perfect touch of luxe glamour to your living spaces. By AAKRITI JASWANT
PHOTOGRAPHY: THE DEFINITIVE VISUAL HISTORY
By Tom Ang
With a minimal, monotone cover, this expansive work by noted photographer, author, and
academic Tom Ang charts the history of photography from its black-and-white origins in
the 1800s to the digital age. The photo-book is brimming with mesmerising illustrations,
defining photographs from the last 200 years, and biographies of 50 iconic photographers—
all of whom have left an indelible mark on this art form with their creative innovations.
An essential read for budding and professional photographers!

Embark on a sensational visual
journey with this beautiful
volume featuring distinctive,
avant-garde buildings from
around the world—each
showcasing wave-like or rounded forms in their
design. A deep dive into cutting-edge architecture,
the book boasts a collection of over 60 in-depth
studies on curved structures, including works by
renowned architects like Zaha Hadid and Coetzee
Steyn. A short overview of the history of curved forms
in construction—evidence for which dates as far back
as the Colosseum in Rome—and the most recent
developments in this aesthetic add a colourful twist.

TOM FORD
By Tom Ford, Bridget Foley
Documenting Tom Fordʼs
prolific creative journey, this
book narrates the American
fashion designerʼs vital
role in transforming the
fortunes of the worldʼs most
prominent fashion houses.
Showcasing his entire collection of clothing
and accessory designs for Gucci and Yves Saint
Laurent from 1994 to 2004, it also includes Fordʼs
all-encompassing vision for the brands, spanning
architecture, store design, and advertising.
Featuring over 200 photographs by Richard
Avedon, Steven Meisel, and others, this is a
testament to the designerʼs pathbreaking work.

ACCIDENTALLY WES ANDERSON
By Wally Koval, Wes Anderson
A treat for the eyes from the first page to
the last, this fascinating book brings alive
Wes Andersonʼs now iconic aesthetic by
chronicling the most quirky and idiosyncratic
places on Earth. The volume covers more
than 200 locations across continents and
tells the incredible stories behind each unique
landmark. Interestingly, more than 180 photographers from over 50
countries joined hands to produce this beautiful piece. With a foreword by
the legendary filmmaker himself, this one is for fans of his work and those
who want to explore the world in search of unexpected gems.
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With a glistening golden
cover and equally stunning
images within, this luxurious
volume teaches readers
the art of recognising
timeless, quality furniture,
objects, and just about
everything needed for a
stylish home. Based on
interviews with a range of
home décor experts—from
accessories artisans and
wallpaper specialists to
textile fabricators and
interior designers—Lemieux
offers a detailed guide and
valuable tips for choosing
high-value elements of
enduring substance and
beauty, ensuring the home
of your dreams.

SIMPLICITY
By Nancy Braithwaite
An eye-opening book on the power of
simplicity in design. The famed interior
designer presents her aesthetic marked
by luxe minimalism and the belief that
each element must be simple, subtle, and
functional. Divided into five sections, the
book features a tutorial on simplicity and
the various aspects of design one can use to achieve it. This is followed
by three stylistic categories—country, classic, and contemporary—with
stunning corresponding design images from the authorʼs portfolio, as well
as case studies of several homes incorporating these principles.

Al l i m a ges co ur tesy of res p ec t ive p ub li s h e rs

CURVED: BENDING
ARCHITECTURE
By Agata Toromanoff

THE FINER THINGS:
TIMELESS FURNITURE,
TEXTILES, AND DETAILS
By Christiane Lemieux

# T R E N D I N G COOL ESSENTIALS

A (KNICK) KNACK FOR DESIGN!
Portable products that epitomise functionality and intelligent design. By AAKRITI JASWANT

DJI POCKET 2
This pocket-sized camera is a
powerful ally for all shutterbugs!
Capture stunning 64MP photos,
180-degree panoramic shots, and
4K HDR videos with this portable
device. Singlehandedly! Its 3-axis
motorised gimbal produces
professional-quality video-motion
stabilisation. It also has four
microphones and audio zoom that
deliver crisp surround sound.
`31,990; amazon.in
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HARMAN KARDON AURA STUDIO 3 PORTABLE
BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
This portable Bluetooth speaker flaunts a striking design that
can enhance the décor of any space with its greyish-black
dome and ambient lighting effects. A beautiful water wave
design enables you to visualise the beats of the music while
listening to it. Emitting 360-degree audio with a powerful
subwoofer, the speaker creates a remarkable experience.
`27,999; harmankardon.com

NESTASIA SMART
THERMOS BOTTLE
Sleek and minimalist, this
thermos flask is a musthave for those on the go.
Made of 304 stainless steel,
it keeps your beverages
fresh for a quick, mid-work
pick-me-up. It also comes
with a tea infuser to
concoct blends in just five
minutes! A handy feature
enables it to display the
temperature of its contents
on the top of the lid, making
it easy to read.
`1,450; nestasia.in

Al l i m a ges co ur tesy of res p ec t ive b ra n d s

APPLE AIRTAG
Attach this nifty and cute AirTag
to your important belongings. If
anything goes missing, it sends
out a Bluetooth signal that can
be caught by nearby devices in
the Find My app, which can then
send the location of your AirTag to
iCloud. If something lost is nearby,
simply play a sound on the built-in
speaker on the app and follow the
tune; it will take you to what you
seek! Whatʼs more, the process
is anonymous and encrypted to
guard your privacy.
From `3,190; apple.com

# T R E N D I N G COOL ESSENTIALS

MI LUGGAGE
Thoughtful design is at the crux
of this brandʼs foray into the
smart luggage category. Their
scratch-resistant suitcase has a
three-layer composite structure
made of sturdy MakrolonTM
material. It also comes with
an inner lining of high-quality
polyester. The handles are
adjustable, while the four-way
dual spinner wheels are noiseminimising and shock-absorbent.
Available in two sizes, in red, blue,
and grey colour options.
From `2,999; mi.com
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IS CLINICAL PERFECTINT
POWDER SPF 40 BEIGE
Treat your skin to a two-fold
advantage with this luxurious
formulaʼs botanical antioxidant
Extremozyme technology. Its cool,
built-in brush glides easily on the
skin, ensuring quick reapplication
of the soft powder that provides
hydration with a matte finish.
At the same time, its sunscreen
element protects against UV
damage. Suitable for all skin
types. Ergonomically designed, itʼs
compact and easy to carry, too!
   `7,700;
theskinstore.in
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NAPEAZY NECK PILLOW
This unique, travel-friendly
pillow provides side, back, and
front support for seamless
sleep. It comes with duallayer memory foam and
is soft, lightweight, and
water-resistant. Featuring an
extendable rod that aids in
multi-posture support, it also
contains a convenient storage
pouch. Now you can slip into
a comforting, hassle-free nap
when youʼre on the go!
`2,399; in.napeazy.com

HYPERICE HYPERVOLT
PLUS MASSAGER
Relax your tired muscles
anytime, anywhere with
this handheld, Bluetoothenabled arms-and-legs
percussion massager!
Featuring a brushless hightorque motor with a 90-watt
capacity, itʼs robust in power,
yet silent in its functioning,
thanks to its patented
QuietGlide technology. This
feature-rich device has
three inbuilt speed settings,
five interchangeable head
attachments, and three
LED indicators that
monitor pressure.
`30,599; croma.com

   

  

# T R E N D I N G FASHION

THE WORLD'S

BIGGEST
DAIRY CONFERENCE

TRIUMPHANT EXPERIMENTS
Innovative designs and campaigns from Indian and international fashion houses that are high on aesthetic,
sustainability, and maverick vision. By ANANYA BAHL

A HEARTWARMING
CAMPAIGN
RIPE FOR THE SEASON
Contemporary Indian handwoven
textile specialists Raw Mango
went avant-garde with their
2021 campaign, The Other—a
supernatural-style shoot with
models donning stark, surreal
makeup, wearing vibrant, shiny
garments against arid landscapes.
The otherworldly visuals soon
became a rage on social media. To
promote the artistic subjectivity
of music, they launched a ʻSounds
of Raw Mangoʼ project titled
Ghar, which boasts mood-based
songs by indie artists like Peter
Cat Recording Co. and Lifafa.
rawmango.com

In 2022, British label Burberry melted
hearts and made a statement with a
spirited campaign featuring kids for
their Childrenʼs Autumn-Winter ʼ22
collection. In an appeal for inclusivity,
they featured four-year-old Sahib
Singh, a Sikh boy who was seen
sporting their Thomas Bear Print
Puffer Jacket. He is the first model to
be featured wearing a Sikh patka (a
turban worn by boys before they are
old enough to wear the pagdi). This
walk-the-talk campaign is a win for
representation globally.
in.burberry.com

The IDF World Dairy Summit is an annual conference of the
global dairy sector, bringing together approximately 1500
participants from all over the world. The summit is
composed of a series of scientiﬁc and technical conferences
and social events including a Welcome Reception, Farmers'
Dinner, Gala Dinner as well as Technical and Social Tours.

LEARN

from experts in well planned
technical sessions

NETWORK

with industry stalwarts at various
technical and cultural events

SEE

the latest trends at a
world-class exhibition

REGISTER TODAY

The IDF World Dairy Summit is organised by Indian National
Committee of International Dairy Federation which is
headed by the Department of Animal Husbandry and
Dairying, Government of India. National Dairy Development
Board is the secretariat of the Indian National Committee of
IDF. The summit will provide a forum to industry experts to
share knowledge and ideas on how the sector can
contribute to nourish the world with safe and sustainable
dairying. Participants will get an opportunity to acquire
knowledge on latest research ﬁndings, witness India’s small
holder dairying system and experiences relevant to the
global dairy sector.

A BAGGY AFFAIR
Designed by Liberian-American designer Telfar Clemens, this boxy purse
has been likened to the bag version of Bushwick, a hip and artsy Brooklyn
neighbourhood. Make-up artist Xya Rachel called it the ʻBushwick Birkin,ʼ
implying itʼs an en vogue must-have for up-and-coming fashionistas, just
like the iconic Birkin bag has long been for the rich and famous. It seems
carrying it communicates the breakdown
of class and ethnic barriers. While weʼre
not sure about that, we do know that
Oprah, Dua Lipa, and Selena Gomez
love it! telfar.net
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www.idfwds2022.com

INC IDF Secretariat
National Dairy Development Board
Anand, India

IDF WORLD
DAIRY SUMMIT 2022
Dairy for Nutrition & Livelihood
September 12 - 15 | New Delhi, India

Presented by

Powered by

Platinum Sponsor

Gold Sponsors

# T R E N D I N G FASHION

THE FIRE WITHIN
Known for post-new-age, edgy, gender-neutral looks, Antar-Agni by
Ujjwal Dubeyʼs new collection, Flutter, takes inspiration from the
moth and holds true to the designerʼs staunch focus on naturalism.
Mud green, ivory, and burnt orange are the hues of choice in this
androgynous assortment, which features a multitude of free-flowing
silhouettes (a skirt shaped like a wing) and patterns (moth dots
and circles). Cotton silk and embroidery are the mainstays here.
antar-agni.com

SUSTAINABLE STYLE

PUSHING THE ENVELOPE
Iconic Spanish fashion house Balenciaga has been in the news
for creating celebrity Kim Kardashianʼs wardrobe. From the
hot-pink, crushed-velvet jumpsuit for her Saturday Night Live
monologue to a head-turning catsuit crafted with duct tape at
Paris Fashion Week 2022, the reality star has made headlines
with these avant-garde sartorial collaborations. This year,
Indian businesswoman and socialite Natasha Poonawalla wore
a striking, maximalist, black Balenciaga gown to the Princeʼs
Trust Global Gala in New York City. Poised to set up their first
store in India in 2023, the fashion house also made quite the
splash recently for launching their ʻTrash Pouchʼ bags and
ʻdirtyʼ sneakers. balenciaga.com
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Swedish tech firm Renewcell has taken giant strides
towards sustainability by championing the cause
of recyclable clothing. As part of this initiative, they
transform discarded textiles (above left) into a new
biodegradable fabric called Circulose® (above right). In
2020, it partnered with fast-fashion brand H&M to craft
a dress (top image), wherein 40 per cent of the material
was composed of this magic fabric. Taking their mission
a step further, Renewcell and Zara launched a capsule
collection made with Circulose® this month! renewcell.com

THE SHOE MUST GO ON!
For Business Queries

admin@ezokshoes.com
+91 9310993465

shop

www.ezokshoes.com

Available on

# T R E N D I N G INTERIOR DESIGNS

WORLDLY-WISE!
Bring home a bit of holiday nostalgia with these
charming curios from around the world.

Fastest Growing Chain of Restaurants

By ANANYA BAHL

CRYSTALWARE, UK
It’s hardly surprising that the finest crystal cut-glass is
found in the land of tonic waters, ciders, squashes, and
other fine beverages. Buy gorgeous glasses, drinkware,
and barware from Royal Scot Crystal in Essex to elevate
your parties and get-togethers. Entertaining aside, they
add a dash of elegance to a quiet, solitary nightcap, too!

INDIA

USA

UAE

AUSTRALIA

GERMANY

UK

Illuminate your home in a mosaic of hues with these mesmerising lamps
from Turkey. Typically spherical, they comprise tiny pieces of brightly
coloured crystals attached to brass fittings. It’s hard to find two lamps
with identical designs, so rest assured you’re carrying home a truly
unique work of art! Visit Istanbul’s Grand Bazaar for a great selection.

UPHOLSTERY, MOROCCO
Introduce majlis—low seating featuring divans,
bolsters, cushions, and rugs adorned in boldcoloured fabrics—to your living room and make it
a place for intimate conversations in true North
African style. Boasting embroidered geometric
and abstract patterns, this traditional upholstery
is sure to invoke the warmth and vibrancy of the
souks of Marrakech and Casablanca!
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LAMPS, TURKEY
EDISON SOMERSET DALLAS BALTIMORE PITTSBURGH KENTUCKY DUBAI PERTH MELBOURNE
BRISBANE SUNSHINE COAST GOLD COAST ONTARIO MISSISSAUGA

SYDNEY

We are also one of the Leading Producers & Exporters of
Indian Food Products
One of the most trusted brands with vast repertoire
of culinary expertise that tickles and tantalizes the taste buds
with a range of more than 200+ products.

Franchises & Distributors Solicited

Domestic Inquiry

+91 98250 27503

International Inquiry
+91 90545 57905

Food Distribution

+91 99099 20248

Sankalp Recreation Pvt. Ltd.
17th Floor, Sankalp Square 3-A,Taj Skyline, Sindhubhavan Road,Ahmedabad 380058

www.sankalp-group.org

+91 79 40710000

# T R E N D I N G INTERIOR DESIGNS

TEAK FURNITURE, THAILAND
Highly durable and an apt canvas for
intricate carvings, teak is a worthy,
long-lasting investment for your space.
If you like earthy, ethnic tones, opt for
expertly fashioned teakwood furniture
from Thailand—think oriental doors,
wall-mounted antique figurines, and
traditional chairs and coffee tables.
Ban Ma Market in Lamphun is a great
place to buy some beautiful pieces.

MARBLE INLAY TABLETOPS, INDIA

KASHMIRI CARPETS,
INDIA
These hand-knotted
beauties are a sight to
behold. Known as Kal
Baffi, this craft tradition
dates back to the 15th
century, with origins in
Persia and Central Asia.
These stunning carpets
continue to be inspired
by these regions with the
Kashan, Tabriz, Isfahan,
and Bokhara designs
being the most popular.
Made with wool or silk
yarn, they boast 200 to
900 knots per square inch!
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WOODBLOCK PRINTS, JAPAN
Dating back to the countryʼs Edo period, these elegant
paintings are created on single sheets, using a form
similar to woodcut printing. The use of watercolours
allows for a wide spectrum of soft hues, glazes, and
transparency. Typical subjects include kabuki (Japanese
dance-drama) actors, sumo wrestlers, flora, fauna, and
folk tales. Pick these up at Tokyoʼs Mita Arts Gallery.
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Reminiscent of the Mughal era, these white-marble inlay tabletops will add
a touch of regal grandeur to your home. Also known as Pachikari inlay, this
decorative artwork involves laying intricately carved, semi-precious stones
into marble slabs. Pick up some exquisite pieces in Agra—the geometric,
floral, and Arabesque motifs here will leave you spoilt for choice.

# T R E N D I N G HOTELS & RESTAURANTS

DESIGNED FOR DELIGHT

International and Indian hospitality hotspots that flaunt exquisite engagement, taste, and aesthetic appeal.

Situated on the North Malé Atoll, this luxurious
resort has been thoughtfully conceived with
vast, minimalist spaces that blur the line
between the indoors and outdoors. Designed by
the renowned Kerry Hill Architects, the team at
the Ritz-Carlton Maldives, Fari Islands, states
that it is “inspired by its natural surroundings,
including the elements of swirling water and
ocean breezes, which are incorporated into
a design narrative that is rooted in the shape
of a circle that also represents the flow of
island life.” This ethos is beautifully reflected
in their innovatively designed Ritz Kids Club. A
design marvel, the “futuristic indoor-outdoor
space” looks like something straight out
of a Teletubbies cartoon. Set on a circular,
grass-covered hillock, it has a tunnel that leads
the kids inside a fascinating world of large,
disk-shaped doors, round play areas, napping

pods, and a dedicated spot for video games and
movies. A beautiful, colourful mural, designed
by Maahy Shimhaq and Cartman Ayya, presents
a bright, happy touch to the walls, adding to
the ‘fun’ vibe. The equally engaging outdoor
area features fountains, slides, jets, and a giant
tornado-shaped jungle gym!

The property’s Ritz Kids programme, for
children from ages four to 12, offers activities
like bike rides, jungle camping, ocean mystery
adventures, and more. Upon arrival, the kids
receive an activity passport, which is their ticket
to embark on a thrilling journey of exploration.
ritzcarlton.com
-By Aakriti Jaswant

AKINA MUMBAI

UAE), this ‘fun dining’ establishment features
resplendent tapestries, magnificent maroon
walls, glittering glass installations, and exquisite
crockery (handmade in Japan). Spanning 5,000
square feet, its maximalist design takes after the
eponymous Japanese spring flower. Its main area
seats 85 guests, while the Akina Privé Lounge
can host up to 35 people and is fashioned in
sumptuous velvet and suede for a more private
affair. Indulge in Japanese tapas under the
ripple-patterned canopy or sit at the shimmering
cocktail bar for contemporary concoctions.
Unmissable treats on Chef Jesse Blake’s
menu are Nori Taquitos (Mexican-style tacos
that use nori seaweed as a base), Hokkaido
scallops with ponzu brown butter, glazed Chashu
pork belly, and more. Wash it all down with the
‘fizzcolada,’ served with dramatic bartending skill.
A place for those with a taste for the theatrical!
Golden Palace, Turner Road, Bandra West, Mumbai;
+91 8976452899
-By Ananya Bahl

Don’t be misled by the stark, all-white façade
of this restaurant tucked away in a cosy nook
of Mumbai’s hip Bandra district. Inside is an
enchanting, ruby-red world brimming with
a fusion of traditional Japanese warayaki
cooking (straw-roasting to retain flavour) with
transcontinental influences. Brought to the
metropolis by Hitesh Keswani (of Silver Beach
Café and Estella fame) and Dubai-based F&B
entrepreneur Ryan SNR (Blue Marlin Ibiza
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THE RITZ-CARLTON MALDIVES,
FARI ISLANDS

# T R E N D I N G THE CELEB DIARY

Popular cars at special
lease prices!

THE SUAVE
STORYTELLER

Kia Seltos | GTX+ 1.5 AT DSL

`44,723*

Super

Deal!

TKM Fortuner | 2.8L 4WD AT DSL

`84,385*

Trends come and go but Rahul
Khanna remains constant as the
embodiment of true style. In a chat
with us, he talks about his design
aesthetic, approach to life, and
the new men’s accessories line
he’s just launched.
By ANANYA BAHL

My Style Evolution
I’ve always had an artistic point of view
about what I like and don’t like, what
makes me feel good versus what doesn’t.
Some people are sound-oriented or
tactile. I am a visual person. In fact, if you
speak with school friends of mine, they
will tell you I was the most boring dresser!
“Why are you always in the pinstripe shirt
and khakis? Wear some colour!”, they’d
say. As I grew up and began working in the
entertainment industry, I interacted with
many stylists and wardrobe designers.
These people came with an incredible
wealth of experience, points of view, and
expertise. And I must credit them for
refining my eye and helping me develop
my own style. It was akin to watching an
artist work. In the initial years of my
career, I mostly worked outside India. As
such, my first interaction with stylists was
in New York City and Singapore, and these
people contributed a different sensibility
to my world view.

actor in Bollywood who does five films a
year. I didn’t feel like I fit that stereotype.
I’d heard of the term ‘boutique’ being
used for niche hotels and investment
firms and, one day, I just used it at a
dinner party, saying, “You know, I’m
more of a boutique Bollywood actor!”
Everyone burst out laughing. I seemed
to have gotten the point across. Then, I
continued to use it because it got laughs
every time.

Being ‘Boutique’
I didn’t start off thinking about that term.
As the years went by and when I was
travelling, especially abroad, at dinner
parties, I’d be introduced as ‘an actor
from India’. People have that image of an

The Story Behind Rahul Khanna
X Chokore
The whole RKXC collection was inspired
by my own set of accessories. While I
don’t own too many, everything in my
drawer is something I really love. Many
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Why Lease?

years ago, in New York, my friend gifted
me one of her late father’s prized
possessions. It was a beautiful, navy
blue, silk Christian Dior tie from probably
the ’50s. And it looked brand new! This
was a tie he had received from a loved
one and worn all his life. It had history—a
story behind it. And it’s still my favourite
tie from my collection. When I launched
this men’s accessories line with Chokore,
I wanted all our products—neckties,
bowties, and pocket squares—to have
a similar feel.

Includes maintenance for entire term

Optional replacement car service

Upgrade car at end of lease term

Includes full term insurance

No impact on borrowing capacity

Interested in any other car or these cars for other locations? Contact us!
*Per month, for top variant, inclusive of taxes.
These prices are indicative for Gurgaon, 60 months & 75,000 kms.

leaseplan.com

I m a ge co ur tesy of C ho ko re

The RKXC Brand Ethos
The collection’s ties are all made in Italy
by a manufacturer who specialises in ties
for luxury fashion houses. If you take

Zero down payment

Leasing is a smart way of acquiring vehicles. It allows you to unblock
your capital and provides for financial flexibility that a business demands.
It also takes away the hassle of maintenance, insurance, repairs and resale.
What you are left with is more cash and time to grow your business!
Vehicles for: Corporates | SMEs | Self employed professionals
For more information: Email: reachus@leaseplan.com | Call: 1860 500 5050/1860 419 5050

# T R E N D I N G THE CELEB DIARY

nowadays, I rarely find the need to add
more things. I feel like I don’t have the
space for it and if I do buy something
new, it’s usually as a replacement for
something else.
Instagram Agenda
My advice to anyone out there is just be
yourself. That’s what people will respond
to most. I look at someone’s Instagram
and can immediately tell when someone
else is operating it. I prefer accounts
where everything isn’t perfect, but you
can tell there’s a lot of the individual’s
own personality in it. Essentially, it just
has to be ‘you’.

Design Forward
We started conceptualising the collection
in 2019, and then the pandemic hit. We
were all locked down in different cities
and had a lot of time to play creatively. I
wanted each piece to have a story, even if
it’s just a line. Where Eagles Dare is a film
starring Clint Eastwood that I watched as
a kid and I named the pocket square
featuring eagles after it. Some of the
pocket squares flaunt motifs reminiscent
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of destinations like Agra and Gulmarg, and
I named them after these places. ‘Jaali
Good’ was just… I couldn’t think of
another name! It features a filigree
pattern and I wanted it to be fun! Then, we
have a brown tie that’s called ‘85% Cocoa’
because that’s my favourite chocolate!
A Taste for Fashion
Sometimes, style can be passed down
generations. If you’re passionate about
fashion and design, the people in your
orbit, children included, can be
influenced by it. I don’t know if it’s in your
DNA—don’t ask me the scientific stuff!
As for heirloom pieces, I’d like to pass
down any of my ties and pocket squares
for sure.
Aesthetic Appeal
I don’t like anything ‘extra’. I like clean,
spare, and sparse spaces. To me, the
nicest aesthetic is a home that’s just
been moved into. Before people clutter it
up, I like that half-bare look. Where things
are open. Having said that, I also
appreciate things that are beautiful and
have a story to them. I used to buy art but

Travel Aspirations
The Amangiri in Utah is on my wish list! All
minimal and amidst nature, boulders, and
rock—it looks fantastic!
The Secret to Staying Relevant
Through the Years
I’m figuring it out myself and looking for
fun, creative things to do. As an actor,
you’re always looking for your next
adventure—that’s the mindset.
The whole point of being in the creative
industry is to enjoy it. The constant
quest for joy is what I seek!
Next up…
I have a movie coming up this year called
Lost, which is directed by Aniruddha Roy
Chowdhury, and it was filmed in Kolkata
and a small village in West Bengal. It’s an
investigative thriller and I’m really
looking forward to it!
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care of them, they will last a lifetime, if
not more. And as the designs are not over
the top, they will always be evergreen
and in style. That was important to me.
Where do you go for that one perfect
black tie? We have it. And if you treat it
well, it will be the last black tie you will
ever have to purchase! We have linen and
silk pocket squares, all made in India.
We’ve used Eri silk: it’s stunning and very
Indian, crushes beautifully, and looks a
little matte. Eri silk production is a
cottage industry and is dominated
mainly by women. They don’t harm the
silkworm so it’s humane. And that has a
nice story to it, which appeals to me.

My Kind of Wanderlust
If I’m not travelling for work, I like to go
to places and just vegetate, have meals,
and meet friends. I’m not big on
sightseeing. I do like to go to certain
museums like the Tate Modern in London
and the sprawling Metropolitan Museum
of Art in New York City. Apart from that,
I don’t like too much activity.

L U X E P I C K S HOROLOGY

ADVERTORIAL

A TIME FOR THE EXTRAORDINARY

MAN ON A MISSION

A curation of the worldʼs most exquisitely designed watches that are the perfect eye (and wrist!) candy.
By PRIYA KUMARI RANA

Philanthropist and MD of Mirachem Industriies,
Dr Aneel Kashi Murarka founded Ample Missiion to
reinvent the notion of altruism in India. We look at
the various tools the organisation employs to bring
about effective social change and awareness across
a spectrum of charities.

BOVET VIRTUOSO VIII CHAPTER TWO

PIAGETʼS LIMELIGHT GALA HIGH JEWELLERY
The result of decades-long exceptional goldsmithing and gem-setting skills, this
magnificent timepiece is a sparkling vision, crafted from 18 karat white gold
and featuring more than 250 diamonds! Each of these jewels is
meticulously positioned—using a claw setting for 87 marquisecut diamonds, snow setting on the dial with 190 brilliantcut diamonds, channel setting for the 134 baguette-cut
diamonds, and grain setting for the 71 brilliant-cut
diamonds on the bracelet. The marquise cut is
perhaps the most important in terms of Piagetʼs
design codes. As per legend, Franceʼs King Louis
XV requested a diamond to be cut in honour of the
smile of his beloved, Marquise de Pompadour. This
new cut allowed the light to shine from the centre
of the gemstone, giving it a unique brilliance. Feel
like a queen with this gorgeous accessory!
Price on request; piaget.com
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Mumbai-based philanthropist and
eminent industrialist Dr Aneel Kashi
Murarka began philanthropy at a young
age. Deeply moved by the problems that
troubled our country, he founded the
social organisation, Ample Missiion, to
address not one or two specific causes
but a plethora of problems plaguing our
society. Perceptive to the needs of the
economically deprived and marginalised
sections of our nation, Dr Murarka is on
a quest to wipe away their misfortunes.
BVLGARIʼS OCTO FINISSIMO
TOURBILLON CHRONOGRAPH
SKELETON AUTOMATIC
This groundbreaking timepiece is yet
another impressive expression of Bvlgariʼs
ethos, reflecting the fusion of cutting-edge
design and technical expertise. Featuring
a 42-mm x 7.5-mm octagonal titanium
case, and ultra-thin with a thickness of
just 3.50 mm, this watch has claimed an
industry record for the sixth time, boasting
possibly the flattest tourbillon ever made!
Part of the Octo Finissimo range, it features
the brandʼs record-breaking, single-push
chronograph, now in a two-counter display,
and a tourbillon at 6 oʼclock. The matte-grey
dial is skeletonised to reveal the complexity
of the BVL 388 calibre from the front, while
the case back is transparent. The crown
and push buttons come in sandblasted
titanium, as do the bracelet and folding
buckle. Limited to 50 pieces worldwide.
From `1.34 crore; bulgari.com
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Limited to only 39 timepieces across the globe, this
ornamental piece represents the pinnacle of haute
horology. Housed in a case made with 18 karat red gold, its
patented double-face flying tourbillon at 6 oʼclock is a
sight to behold, as are the blue, aventurine glass dials
with the power reserve indicator. This timepiece
elegantly blends Bovetʼs two iconic cases—the
Fleurier and Dimier—and features an inclined
crystal aperture on the 12-6 oʼclock axis. The
steel is chamfered and polished, the disk plates
are sunk and chamfered, and the tourbillon
cage bridge is made of titanium to reduce its
weight and prevent any magnetic charge. And while
making a date correction, you donʼt need to remove
the timepiece; simply press down on the Bovet crown,
positioned at 12 oʼclock! The watch is also water-resistant to
a depth of 30 metres. Available in an alligator skin strap.
`1.75 crore (approx.); bovet.com

Touching Lives, Inspiring Goodness
Bringing his entrepreneurial skills
and expertise to the arena of social
causes, Dr Murarka works relentlessly
towards the improvement of the lives of
marginal communities, including tribals,
transgender people, and acid victims,
by creating sustainable income sources
for them. Along with his son Sidhaant
and the team at Ample Missiion, he
is also engaged in multiple urbancentric initiatives like the education of
underprivileged kids, feeding the poor
and homeless, and filling potentially
life-threatening potholes.
Partnering with various NGOs,
schools, and colleges across India,
Ample Missiion regularly organises
activities, workshops, and seminars
in collaboration with the youth of
our nation. Their ‘Meals from Maa’
campaign is a unique initiative that
feeds people in different neighbourhoods

of Mumbai. These lunchboxes are
procured from women who run small
catering businesses.
Dr Murarka has also produced over
30 short films on public issues and is the
man behind viral short films on social
issues like the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan
and anti-smoking campaigns.
Recognising the Heroes
Appreciating the many sacrifices and acts
of valour by the common man, Ample
Missiion makes sure to organise award
ceremonies felicitating the unsung heroes
of our society. The Bharat Prerna Awards
honour differently abled individuals
who have shown courage in the face of
adversity, while The Shoorveer Awards
recognise commoners who have pursued
feats of great bravery despite all odds.
Dr Murarka also launched Awards
Zindagi Ke to salute and honour the
valour and dedication of members of the
Indian navy, army, air force, police, and all
those who serve in the line of duty.
Through Dr Murarka and his
organisation’s efforts, Ample Missiion
has, to date, conducted over 100 socially
uplifting campaigns and improved the
lives of thousands of citizens. “Being a
philanthropist is within the reach of each
and every one of us, at any age, it is the
ability to choose to enhance the quality of
life, benefit the community and the world,
or just help those in need,” he says. We’re
greatly inspired by his words and deeds!

Website: amplemissiion.com; Email id: mail@amplemissiion.com

L U X E P I C K S HOROLOGY

BOMBERG’S
BB01
AUTOMATIC
CURE THE
BULLDOG
Born out of the
love of their brand
ambassador, Bolt the
bulldog, and gratitude
to the miracle plant that
saved him—this watch is
the world’s first to feature
real hemp leaves. The dial of
this bold and quirky 43-mm
timepiece, powered by a Swiss
automatic movement (SW200),
features the instantly recognisable
contours of the Cannabis indica
plant, with its seven serrated leaves.
The powerful Super-LumiNova used
on the dial means the markings are always legible—even under
night skies! Real extracts of the plant are included inside the dial,
while the strap is fashioned with a blend of leather and hemp. With
a crown at 2 o’clock, the watch is cocooned in an elegant, gently
domed sapphire glass. It has a 38-hour power reserve and is limited
to just 250 pieces in the world.
`1.61 lakh; us.worldofbomberg.com

AUDEMARS PIGUET’S ROYAL OAK OFFSHORE
SELFWINDING MUSIC EDITION
Swiss Maison Audemars Piguet’s relationship with the world of music—
including collaborations with icons like Jay-Z and Quincy Jones—just got
even more melodious with this piece! The most striking feature of this
43-mm black ceramic watch is the tapisserie dial that bears the pattern
of an equaliser (there are 10 colours printed onto the motif) found in
recording studios, knurled-textured studs reminiscent of jack plugs,
and crown guards inspired by the fader on mixing consoles. Featuring a
sapphire crystal curved along the 6 to 12 o’clock axis, as well as enlarged
bevels, these self-winding hours, minutes, and seconds models radiate
a colourful, pop-style appearance. With only 250 pieces in the world,
this special watch is encased in glare-proof sapphire crystal and case
back, with white gold applied hour-markers and Royal Oak hands with
luminescent coating.
`40.95 lakh (approx.); audemarspiguet.com

FUNCTIONALITY
THAT MAKES A STATEMENT
One of the world’s largest manufacturers of furniture fittings, Hettich is synonymous with quality and innovation. Its latest
Cube PLUS shelving system is a contemporary design alternative that is redefining the way we decorate our spaces.

The master of hyper-expressive design that’s all about ‘bigger and bolder’, Roger
Dubuis recently launched this groundbreaking piece that reimagines the legend of
King Arthur in the most creative way possible. The Monotourbillon emerges from
the centre of the famous round table, akin to a shield against gravitational forces,
with King Arthur’s 12 knights standing proudly around this feat of engineering.
The hour-marked heroes, cast in pink gold 750/1000, are crafted individually
through intricate micro-sculpturing. Each knight is just 6 millimetres tall, created
with his own personality and equipped with armour. Two gold markers indicate
the position of the hour and minute with perfectly centred rotating discs. Purple
blocks, carved from Murano glass, appear to levitate around the Monotourbillon,
while the double-surfaced flange is carved from a single block of Murano glass.
The timepiece is available with an embossed black leather strap.
`4.92 crore (approx.); rogerdubuis.com
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ROGER DUBUIS’ KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE MONOTOURBILLON

Walls play an important role when
decorating one’s dream home or office
space. These blank canvases reflect our
personality—through tasteful artefacts,
souvenirs, and cherished photographs.
And smart, elegant shelves provide the
perfect base for these precious mementos.
However, creating specialised consoles is a
time-consuming, expensive process. But
with Hettich’s revolutionary new furniture
system, you can wave goodbye to these
worries. Its Cube PLUS shelving system is
an advanced range of installations that will
help you create infinite design possibilities
for various interior spaces.
Multiple Options
The Cube PLUS is a versatile tool to achieve
your desired aesthetic. Available in various
modules, the shelving cubes are a modern

range of design solutions that can
transform into your preferred furniture.
Create a bookshelf, table, or display and
storage unit using these panels—the cubes
are flexible and ready to assemble! It’s this
adaptability that makes them such a
unique, one-stop answer for all your décor
and organisational needs.
Built using a set of profiles and
connectors, the Hettich Cube PLUS
ensures stability, strength, and sturdiness.
Seamlessly blending into the already
existing furniture elements of any space,
the shelving system looks nothing less
than a piece of art when installed on walls.
Long or short, wide or narrow, open or
closed, on the wall or set on the floor, these
innovative modules can easily be
incorporated into different spaces and
modified according to individual tastes.

One-Of-A-Kind
A unique system that provides both storage
and style, the shelves instantly elevate the
space within which they are installed. In the
kitchen, the cubes declutter and provide
added convenience, making cooking an
enjoyable experience. In intimate spaces
such as the bedroom, the chic Cube PLUS
helps organise belongings, while infusing a
sense of sophisticated character. The
perfect décor piece for your living room
walls, its minimalist design makes a clean
statement and creates a cosy nook for all
your prized possessions. And in the home
office, set the template for discipline and
neatness by installing these sturdy shelves.
Elegant, multifaceted, and ingenious,
the Hettich Cube PLUS is here to help you
create the interiors of your dreams!
hettich.com
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ADVERTORIAL

POWERFUL VASTU CORRECTIONS
WITHOUT ANY DEMOLITION

IN THE POTTERʼS
HANDS

THE EXHIBITIONIST
LUXE TABLE LAMP
This elegant, ceramic, white
table lamp features a cobalt
scenery comprising a bird
perched on a tree and a
similar motif embroidered
on the lamp shade. When
lit, its golden glow casts
a paradisiacal spell on
its artistic frame and the
surroundings. A truly
delightful living room
or bedside accessory.
`18,799; lamuse.in

FOR INDUSTRIES, OFFICES AND HOUSES
Vastu Shankh yantra ‘ A divine gift from
The great Himalayan Saint,
Swami Murghanand Ji’

Gorgeously crafted ceramic and porcelain objets dʼart
for a stylish home.

What is Vastu?

By ANANYA BAHL

Awarded the ‘Best International Vastu Guru’ in Thailand
by Bollywood Queen Kangana Ranaut.

‘Awarded in Dubai as the Most Influential Vastu Expert
under 50 years of age’.

Vastu is protection against
unforeseen circumstances. It
is used to increase personal
energy in health, wealth and
relationships of a person

Internationally Renowned Vastu Expert Vimal Jhajharia, along with his son Vikas Jhajharia, has created a
revolution in the field of Vastu Shastra. Their expertise in providing ‘Vastu Remedies without Demolition’ has
earned them the faith and praise of millions of people in more than 40 countries across the globe.
Vimal Jhajharia and Vikas Jhajharia (MBA from Australia) have delivered many lectures, conducted workshops,
seminars and have widely travelled and provided consultancy on major projects already in operation without
any changes or modifications. They are currently providing consultancy in the USA, UK, Australia, Canada,
China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Thailand, South Africa, UAE, and South America, among others.
Both of them have been felicitated several times for their outstanding knowledge on Vastu and have also won
several awards of national and international repute.

KINTSUGI VASE
Drawing from the Japanese art of kintsugi,
which involves repairing cracks in pottery
with a gold filling, this porcelain vase boasts
a grey, marbled pattern ornamented with a
gold-lined pattern and rim, as well as a smooth,
lacquered sheen. Fill it with flowers or showcase it
as it is—this oneʼs a hedonistic head-turner!
`11,990; addresshome.com

PICHWAI DINNER SET

Here is an extract of an interview with them and their
client testimonials:

Featuring pretty lotus, tree, and bird motifs in shades of green and
pink, and highlighted with 24 karat gold, this dinner set turns meals
into extravagant affairs. With 20 pieces comprising plates and bowls
of varying sizes, the collection spans everything you need for
a wonderful night of entertaining an intimate group of guests.
`46,490; kaunteya.in

What exactly is your famous Vastu Shankha Yantra and
how cost-effective is it?
Based on the principles of Vastu, the Vastu Shankha
Yantra is an original conch shell used to potentially rectify
any kind of land, Vastu or energy defects without making
any modifications. It can potentially save a lot of time and
money as it is used to create positive energy in places
having major Vastu defects without changing the looks
and beauty of the place.

Reminiscent of the spiritual monasteries in the Far
East, these blue and white jars add just that right
touch of sophistication and oriental flair to your living
room or home office. Showcasing a mix of soothing
floral patterns, they come with functional yet elegant
metallic lids for storage. Choose from a range of sizes.
`18,999; decor-fur.com
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CERAMIC SOFT BLUE AND WHITE
PORCELAIN JARS

Does the Vastu Shankha Yantra really work for
prosperity in factories and industries?
Yes, we have a big list of successful clients including
businessmen, entrepreneurs, doctors, scientists,
professionals, architects, interior designers, etc giving
testimonials on our website. Endorsing the Vastu Shanka
Yantra is industrialist Sushil from New Delhi. He says,
“My son and I are running a factory but were not getting
the desired results. We came to know about Vimalji and

Vikasji through one of their articles in inflight magazines.
Upon showing them the factory, we immediately realised
our north was blocked and all the heavy machinery
was placed along the north wall. We then got the Vastu
Shankha yantras placed at certain places on Jhajhariaji’s
recommendation. Now, every new factory of ours is made
under their able guidance and we also recommend them
to all our friends and relatives.”
Can Vastu Shankha Yantra also help in selling a property?
Yes, we do a lot of Vastu correction for builders and
developers and also individuals whose properties have
been stuck for a long time and which are not getting sold
because of some or the other Vastu defect. Vouching for
success is Satish from Bangalore who was trying to sell
his four acres property for two years. When we saw the
property, we saw it had multiple corners and it was not a
proper rectangle or a square. We then positively charged
this property by placing our Vastu Shankha Yantras
in various corners to help correct the magnetic field of
the property and hence creating positive energy in the
atmosphere.

For Further Details Contact Mr. Vikas Jhajharia on +91 - 9839704470, +91 - 7388578888 and +91 - 6393744022
e-mail: enquiry@vastukalp.com Website: www.vastukalp.com
FB: www.facebook.com/Vastukalp; Instagram: Vastukalp_vikasjhajharia

What are the benefits of the
Vastu Shankha remedy?

In an office, it is used in the north to
increase money inflow. In a house,
it is used in the east direction for
better health and relationship
among family members.

L U X E P I C S DESIGN WARE

SUITCASE
YOUR GO-TO GUIDE FOR OFFBEAT ITINERARIES

LOTUS FLOWER CERAMIC
WALL SCULPTURES

Are you a minimalist or maximalist?
A
FARAWAY TREE (CERAMIC) CHANDELIER

Extravagant art objects
and sculptures for your home.
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FACETED PORCELAIN BATH ACCESSORIES
Apt for a minimalist bathroom, these stylish, sturdy, and textured pieces are
also functional and refreshing to look at. Their streamlined design ensures they
work well for daily use. Choose from soap pumps, toothbrush holders, and tank
trays to accentuate your washroomʼs décor.
`2,799; westelm.in

A l l i m a ges co ur tesy of res pe c t i ve bra n ds

HANDMADE LEMON
GRASS TEXTURED
SERVING PLATTER
This delightful platter
takes inspiration from the
vibrant, uplifting freshness
of lemongrass, instantly
whetting your appetite. Its
textured surface is evocative
of the natural aura of the
woods, while its soft colour will
provide the perfect canvas for
colourful food.
A must-have for your table!
`1,777; jaypore.com

TRY THIS FUN QUIZ TO SEE WHAT YOUR CHOICES SAY ABOUT
YOUR PREFERRED DESIGN STYLE!

B

WHAT DO YOU LIKE TO BUY WHEN YOU TRAVEL?

This oneʼs for connoisseurs of the avant-garde. With pearl-white ceramic
sleeves and flaunting dainty, swaying beads in hues of blue, pink, and
green, this beautiful creation is redolent of Victorian-style lighting. Subtle,
cream-coloured lamp shades complete this piece that seems to be straight
out of a Jane Austen novel. Perfect for an exquisite lounge.
`58,950; whiteteak.com

CLO C KWI S E F RO M TO P: Fo l l owt hefl ow/ S hu tterstoc k; M a g l a ra /S h utte rsto ck ; K ev in K i m/S h u tte rstoc k; B erg Dmitry/ Sh u tterstoc k; Followth eflow/Sh u tterstoc k; adpeP h oto/Sh u tterstoc k;
Ph oto g ra ph ee.e u/ Sh utte rsto c k ; S nn Ay/ Sh utte rsto c k ; P h oto g ra p h ee.e u / S hutte rsto c k ; Afr i c a S tu di o/ Sh u tterstoc k; Followth eflow/ Sh u tterstoc k

It doesnʼt get more classic than a combination
of white and gold! Available in two sizes, these
lotus-shaped ceramic pieces work as beautiful
adornments, individually, or put together to
create an artistic garden scenery on your walls. Be
mesmerised as the metallic golden flowers glisten
under light to create an enchanting effect.
From ` 4,190 per piece; homeartisan.in

Tiny souvenirs and curios
as mementos of your trip.

YOUR DREAM KITCHEN WILL HAVE?
Multicoloured kitchen cabinets
and vibrant, mosaic-tiled walls.

Stainless steel fittings
and white-marble tops.

THE DÉCOR AESTHETIC THAT APPEALS TO YOU
Floral wallpapers, plush couches,
and ornate carpets.

Ergonomic furniture, sleek
lighting, and monotone walls.

YOUR CHOICE OF PLANTS FOR YOUR HOME…
Creepers like money plants
and bougainvillea.

Compact plants like
succulents and bonsai.

WHICH AMBIENCE DO YOU PREFER?
A cosy, snug space with
colourful furniture and plants.
MOSTLY As: MAXIMALISM IS YOUR MANTRA I

An open, airy vibe with
large French windows.
MOSTLY Bs: YOU PREFER MINIMALISM
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From left: A sliding
bookshelf functions
as a partition for zones
at STaND; Siddhant
Tikkoo, partner at
STaND; Elayaraja
Mayavan of MYVN;
A unique installation
breathes life into
an office designed
by MYVN.

Studio Flamingo’s office offers a minimalist vibe and
warmth with the use of natural materials and soft tones.

IT’S A BRAND-NEW OFFICE!

Modern office designs are metamorphosising to create thoughtful and adaptable spaces
that not only meet but surpass the needs of today’s workforce.
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shift in mindset and priorities of
the working individual. The need
for flexible working hours and
remote working, a safe and open
work culture, and keeping employee
health at the forefront are just some
of the important changes driving
the planning of the new employeecentric workspace. We speak to some
of the leading interior designers and
architects in the country to decode
the changing landscape of offices
in the post-pandemic era as they
share some design practices aimed
at encouraging teams to return
to in-office work.

THE POST-PANDEMIC ERA
The last few years accelerated the
work-from-home trend and saw
the sharpest decline in the need for
commercial real estate since the

dot-com bubble. As life slowly returns
to the pre-pandemic era, if you can
call it that, we can see two contrasting
effects on businesses vis-à-vis the
requirement of a physical office space:
companies either realised they didn’t
need one at all, or they attached a
higher value to it. In the case of the
latter, the businesses understood the
importance of the human connection
in boosting productivity. According to
a survey by Harvard Business Review
in 2021, an office space continues
to stay pertinent to promote the
unstructured exchange of ideas and
for the ease of supervision. This
explains why companies like Apple,
Goldman Sachs, and JP Morgan
Chase asked employees to return to
in-office working last year.
Siddhant Tikkoo, a partner at
STaND, a Mumbai-based architecture

C LO CKWI S E F RO M L E F T : Al l i m a ges co ur tesy res p e c t i ve a rc h i te c t u re f ir m s

“TRANSITIONING BACK TO WORK IN
a physical office is definitely a positive
feeling as the lines between my
personal and professional life become
less blurred. It’s a gratifying feeling to
return home after a productive, busy
day at the office,” says Tanisha Wagh,
senior digital designer at McKinsey
& Company. This is a sentiment
shared by many as more and more
offices reopen, inviting employees
back to what is now considered the
‘traditional’ way of working. But
the traditional has evolved, too.
Office spaces are fast transforming
to not just accommodate but also
boost employee well-being, as they
engage and welcome old and new
talent back into the physical office
space. However, to visualise the
concepts that are trending, it is
important to first understand the

I m a ge Co ur tesy of S ul e i m a n M e rc ha n t

By NIKITA D’SILVA

and design firm, notes, “Post Covid-19,
we have seen office spaces aiming to
free up the now unoccupied individual
workstations in favour of open zones.
This phenomenon seems to be a
result of many companies taking the
decision to allow a vast majority of
their workforce to continue working
from home, resulting in available
desk-real-estate that can now be
converted into these open zones.”
Break-out spaces and collaborative
zones between workstation clusters
allow for a healthy exchange of ideas
and create intervals that minimise
crowding and reduce the risk of
spreading transferable diseases.
As Tikkoo reaffirms, “These areas
are being readapted by offices
by tailoring them to the need of
employees, and revolve around
creating a sense of pause and

escape. This results in maintaining a
healthier mental state and promotes
socialising, which in turn sparks
creativity and productivity.”

AN INVITING SPACE
Most employees these days are seeking
a meaningful, clutter-free workspace
that has the additional incentive of
warm elements in their surroundings,
which they can connect with and, in
turn, help them feel safe and cared
for. The idea is to create a space that
resonates clarity and allows for human
interaction to take precedence. This
strongly boosts physical and mental
well-being, a priority for all businesses
today to ensure employee satisfaction
and higher retention. Aashni Kumar,
interior designer and partner at
Studio Flamingo, explains this nuance
of adding softness and warmth in

the office space through the layout
of their studio. “Our designs for
the office evolved into spaces that
represented the vibe of a warm rustic
home, and feature large bark tables as
workstations rather than the typical
modular set-up, and lots of biophilic
elements that have a positive impact
on both a mental and physical level.”
Personalised and mindful designs
are no longer aesthetic accessories
but necessities to ensure the office
feels more inviting. Elayaraja
Mayavan of MYVN, a Bangalorebased architecture firm, highlights
how designs can be evocative and
personalised. “As architects, our
creative approach to office interiors
goes beyond functionality, beyond
just a table and chair. A successful
office space is one that expresses the
compelling stories of its humans.
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The need for personal connection has
always been integral, as is the need
for spaces to reflect their inhabitants.”

TRENDING DESIGNS
‘Warm Minimalism’ seems to be the
way to go in 2022. This involves
the use of soft, subtle colour tones,
natural materials, and light elements
to enhance a feeling of space. “With
so many people working from
home over the last two years, offices
that feel more home-like and less
corporate, work much better,” says
Sarah Sham, founder of Mumbaibased design firm Essajees Atelier.
“As people have grown used to their
creature comforts, incorporating
warm tones, ample natural light, and
plants go a long way.”
However, these welcoming
interiors and evolving layouts need
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to work hand-in-hand with
corporate necessities, like digital
requirements, as well. And there’s a
solution for that, too. Rakhee Bedi
Kumar, founder of Gurgaon-based
architecture studio RSDA, addresses
this in their design of several
commercial interiors. “Private phone
booths and Zoom pods for quiet
spaces (since video-conferencing
meetings are quite the staple now)
have become an integral part of
offices these days, allowing people to
access clients safely and conveniently,
while reducing footfalls and any
health-risk exposure.”
Another relevant aspect of
design, especially in metropolitan
cities with limited real estate and
downsized offices, is the need to use a
restricted amount of space effectively
and creatively. Bedi adds, “We see

an introduction of multifunctional
spaces in offices, for teams to
hot desk and meet-and-work
alternatively. There is also a change
in design norms for fit-outs where
we now plan using flexible partitions
in addition to the mandated socially
distanced workstations.” Moreover,
since hygiene is of paramount
importance, there has also been a
substantial change in materials and
surface treatments, both affecting
the design of the new office space.
“The use of fuss-free, anti-bacterial
surfaces (newly floated in the
market), along with abrasion-free
surfaces that can be easily sanitised
and maintained, are the latest need
of the hour.”
These are clearly essential
attributes in the modern office, as
is evinced in the bespoke spaces

F RO M LE F T: I m a ge cou rtesy of Is hi ta S i twa la (@ t hef is hy p ro j ec t ); RS DA; Im a ges co ur tesy res pec t ive arc h itec tu re firm;
Co Wr ks im a ge - I m a ge co ur tesy of C o Wrks

Clockwise from far left: Artsy environs of
the MuseLAB office; Huzefa Rangwala,
co-founder of MuseLAB; Rakhee Bedi
Kumar, co-owner, RSDA; Multifunctional
office space designed by RSDA; Airy
office at CoWrks; Office designed by
Essajees Atelier; Sarah Sham, owner
of Essajees Atelier; Fuel Bar at CoWrks.

provided by CoWrks, which offers
expansive co-working spaces across
India. “Our designs focus on creating
open spaces that reflect high energy,
elegant customer collaboration
zones, complemented by meeting
rooms, fuel bars for refreshments,
and gaming stations to enhance
and nurture quality of life,” says
Prasanna Kumar, general manager,
interior design at CoWrks. “Our use
of antimicrobial materials, as well
as our belief in ensuring enhanced
air quality and generous access to
daylight are additional offerings to
promote a healthy environment.”

ART FOR THE SOUL
Moving from the practical to the
emotional: Art has long been
considered therapeutic in helping
people cope with stress, bolster

self-esteem, and enhance
productivity. It’s hardly surprising
then that this creative form has,
increasingly, begun playing an
important role in shaping a positive
work culture. Gone are the days
of generic wallpapers and decal
art that have little to do with their
surroundings. These have been
replaced by meaningful curios and
design inserts that help personalise
an office and give it a nuanced
vibe—be it experiential art in the
form of installations or even using
art to tell a brand story. Huzefa
Rangwala, co-founder of MuseLAB,
shares how he has achieved this
in the design of their studio in
Mumbai. “We created opportunities
for young artists that we love—
fashion designers, ceramicists,
wicker designers, and textile artists

amongst others—and displayed their
work across our studio space. Our
studio is an incubator of ideas and
opportunities and one can discover
details, moments, and objects as one
traverses through the studio space,
constantly engaging and beaming
with happiness on finding something
new, even today, after seven months
of being in the space!”
So, what does the next decade of
office spaces look like? Are we moving
towards a partial or complete virtual
world? Will there still be a large need
for commercial real estate? Whatever
the answer, one thing is clear. The
pandemic has given designers and
architects the opportunity to rethink
the way offices are built, and to create
spaces where employees are happy,
whether working independently or
collaborating to do their best work.
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PICTURESQUE
PLATES

Vertical
This simple technique of adding height, not width, can instantly
transform a dish into a restaurant-worthy creation. Stacked
elements can make the plate look more interesting, giving the meal
more depth and making it visually appealing. Layering, however, is
not just about stacking similar cuts or shapes on top of each other.
Instead, build height into your dish by heaping different ingredients
(ideally in odd numbers) of varying shapes and sizes—do pay
attention to colours and textures to present a cohesive dish.

Six contemporary food plating
techniques that will elevate your dining
experience and pique your palate.
By PRACHI JOSHI

If there’s one thing we’ve learnt from popular
cooking shows, it’s that presentation is as
important as taste. With plating emerging as
an art form in itself, more and more chefs are
getting creative with colours, textures, and
even depth to make a dish visually appealing.
Here are six modern food art techniques
gaining popularity at restaurants around
the world, along with some pointers
on how to replicate them at home.

Copenhagen restaurants like
Noma and Geranium
(currently holding the
top position on The
World’s 50 Best
Restaurants list)
put New Nordic
cuisine on the
global culinary
map a few years
ago, along with
their asymmetrical
plating style, wherein
food is set to one side
of the plate. This form
has evolved considerably,
and the new(er) Nordic
style is all about seemingly
effortless elegance. It is still
minimalist, but food now occupies more surface area on the plate.
In addition, the clever use of garnishes creates a sense of bounty and
spotlights foraged produce—an essential element of Nordic cuisine.
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Bathing
Hide and Seek
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New Nordic

Imagine one of Wassily
Kandinsky’s abstract
paintings translated
onto a dish and you’ll
get a good idea of what
free-form plating is.
While the style may
appear random, there’s a
clear method to it—food
placement is carefully
thought out and often
punctuated by splashes
or splatters of sauce to
create an interesting
‘painting’ on the plate.
This technique is,
arguably, the most fun
to create and allows
you to unleash your
artistic side; there are
no rules, and the plate
is your canvas!

Taking a cue from landscaped
gardens, this style of plating is all
about long and low placement
of food on the plate. The main
ingredients are usually arranged in
a linear manner in the centre of the
plate, with sauces and garnishes
around it. Often, you will see small
piles of protein and starch adorned
with streaks of sauces or drizzles of
purée. When trying this at home,
use a squeeze bottle or pastry bag
to dot sauce or purée on the plate
and a brush to ‘draw’ sauce strokes.

C LO C KWIS E F RO M TO P : C a n In el l i og l u/S h utte r to ck ; m us ic p h on e/ S h uttersto c k

Free Form

Landscape

Particularly popular with
fine-dining restaurants,
hide and seek uses layering
to conceal the main
ingredient—perhaps a thin
cracker covering a juicy
piece of meat or even thinly
sliced veggies that reveal
a fish tartare underneath.
This technique adds an
element of playfulness to
the dish, inviting diners
on a journey of discovery.
Make sure your layers have
contrasting textures to add
another level of surprise!

As the name suggests, this
style involves a liquid element,
usually a broth or sauce, with
the main ingredient ‘bathing’
in it. Think chunks of fish
bathing in broth or, perhaps,
tortellini or other stuffed pasta
doused in sauce. The trick is
to not dunk the entire dish in
the sauce—it’s not a bowl of
curry, after all—but serve just
enough so that the sauce can be
spooned over the main element.
This plating style usually goes
in tandem with the food-ina-bowl aesthetic, which is also
very popular currently.
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S U I T C A S E ART HOTELS
Ancient Quartz by Zhang Enli is a striking
artwork gracing the ceiling of the drawing
room at The Fife Arms, Scotland.

WHETHER ITʼS A MICHELANGELO-DESIGNED
façade of a luxe resort or a painting by Picasso
gracing the hallway of a lavish hotel, art has the
power to transform one’s hotel experience into
a magnificent journey to a land of exceptional
beauty and wonder. And with amazing works
within such easy access, one can avoid visits to
crowded art galleries, and satiate their artistic
cravings at their own pace within comfortable,
luxurious environs. Here are seven properties
offering an elegant mix of art and opulence for
a soul-enriching vacation.

The Fife Arms, Scotland

From erstwhile palaces showcasing exquisite old masters to city hotels featuring striking
contemporary abstracts, these are some of the best hotels in the world for an aesthetically
pleasing holiday. BY NIVEDITA JAYARAM PAWAR
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JOALI Maldives, Maldives

Im a ge co u rtesy of res pe c t i ve p ro p er ty

Affluent abodes
for the artsy soul

This rustic and utterly romantic hotel is a
passion project of international art dealers Iwan
and Manuela Wirth, founders of the acclaimed
Hauser & Wirth art gallery. The 19th-century
structure, an erstwhile hunting lodge, is home
to an impressive 16,000 antiques and 12,000
works of art by reputed masters! Some of the
most significant pieces here include oils by
Pablo Picasso, a watercolour impression of a
stag’s head by Queen Victoria, two distinctive,
stunning, stainless-steel chandeliers by Richard
Jackson and Subodh Gupta, and a dazzlingly
colourful ceiling by Chinese artist Zhang Enli.
The rooms, fashioned by London-based interior
designer Russell Sage, make beautiful use of
sumptuous fabrics, curated art pieces, and fine
oriental rugs. The gorgeous mountain views
from each room are an added, blissful incentive.
Tip: Enjoy a guided walk across the Highlands
during the day and end with a candlelit dinner
overlooking a grouse moor. thefifearms.com

This glamorous, uniquely artistic resort,
on Raa Atoll, blends traditional Maldivian
craftsmanship with contemporary art and
high-tech wizardry. Offering a spectacularly
immersive art experience, quite literally from
the moment you arrive, the property is home to
remarkable installations and artwork designed
to amaze. The arrival jetty itself, with its
undulating roof, is a stunning work of art. And
the theme continues throughout the resort.
Expect plenty of patterns, colours, and striking
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artwork in each of the 73 lavish villas, as well
as on the beaches. This includes imaginative
creations by celebrated Cape Town-based artist
Porky Hefer—don’t miss the heron-shaped
suspended lounge chair in the pool area or the
unique treehouse dining space resembling the
fins of a manta ray! Captivating artwork by
Turkish glassmaker Feleksan Onar and sculptor
Seckin Pirim reinforces the art-meets-nature
motif through the bungalows. And it’s not just
the land that is a treasure chest of art. Go scuba
diving to witness an underwater coral reef
sculpture by New York-based Misha Kahn!
Tip: Take a picture in the ‘heron chair,’ an
ode to the birds of Maldives. joali.com

Cheval Blanc, Paris
Located close to the Louvre and a short stroll
from the Cathédrale Notre-Dame de Paris,
the Moët Hennessy Louis Vuitton-owned
Cheval Blanc is the perfect perch for a Parisian
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vacation. This Art Déco gem, built almost a
century ago, has been brought back to life by
French architect Édouard François. And what
a glorious rendition it is! The ambience here
is reminiscent of the 1930s, with wroughtiron balconies and a soaring, glass-ceilinged
atrium. Brazilian artist Vik Muniz’s 12-feethigh photographic interpretations of the Eiffel
Tower and a Frank Gehry horse sculpture
set the artistic tone in the lobby, which
leads to other impressive artwork through
the property. An infinity swimming pool
showcases animated illustrations of the Seine
River on the digital panels lining the ceiling. A
mesmerising vision! Contemporary art adorns
the monochromatic rooms, featuring floor-toceiling windows with uninterrupted views of
the river.
Tip: Check out the concierge services that
offer tours of Montmartre, private visits with
Parisian jewellers, and more. chevalblanc.com

The Leela Palace, New Delhi
From the walls draped with charming
watercolours to the sculptures in the hallway
and the detailed carvings on the staircase—this
breathtakingly beautiful property lives and
breathes all things art. Take a walk through
the hotel to admire works by renowned artists
like Satish Gujral, Paresh Maity, Satish Gupta,
Laxma Goud, Seema Kohli, and Jayasri
Burman, among others. Dazzling Murano
chandeliers from Italy grace the ceiling while
the corridors are lined with Turkish carpets,
Bidri artwork from Uttar Pradesh, and Thikri
mirror inlays from Mewar. The guestrooms
and suites feature limited-edition lithographs
embedded with gold leaf and semi-precious
stones by photographer Rohan Shrestha. The
entire experience is reminiscent of visiting an
art museum!
Tip: Do visit The Library, home to over 1,000
vintage books on history. theleela.com

Opposite page, from top:
The fun and quirky ‘Heron
Chair’ by Porky Hefer at
JOALI Maldives, Maldives;
Modern art adorns the
luxuriously elegant lobby of
Cheval Blanc, Paris.
This page: Gorgeously
appointed entrance to the
Presidential Suite, Leela
Palace, New Delhi.
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The Silo, Cape Town
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Belmond Villa San Michele, Florence

Al l im a ges co ur tesy of res pe c t i ve pro p e rt i es

While the initial draw to this property may
be its panoramic views of the spectacular
Table Mountain, the interiors here are just as
magnificent. It starts with the hotel’s distinctive
and quirky, multi-faceted glass façade, designed
by Heatherwick Studio. This eye-catching
creation glistens like a diamond during the
day and transforms into a glowing beacon for
the surrounding harbour at night. A striking
contemporary chandelier, by award-winning
interior designer Haldane Martin, takes centre
stage as it hangs from the double-height ceiling
in the lobby. The walls feature the Zulu-themed
Ditaola series of artworks by African artist
Mohau Modisakeng and commissioned pieces
by South African artist Jody Paulsen. It’s truly
an African fiesta here! Moreover, each of the
28 rooms and suites, with their own unique
colour scheme, are appointed with colourful silk
fabrics, European and Asian antiques, African
art, and handmade headboards showcasing
attractive prints. There’s also a private art
gallery, The Vault, in the basement.
Tip: Set aside a few hours for the rooftop
swimming pool, fashioned like a glass-sided

fish tank with 360-degree views of the city.
theroyalportfolio.com

From the façade designed by Italian sculptor
Michelangelo to the surrounding woodlands
where Leonardo da Vinci first attempted to
take flight aboard his flying machine, Belmond
Villa San Michele is truly a work of art, inside
and out. This 15th-century villa, perched
on a scenic hilltop, was once a Renaissance
monastery and even served as Napoleon
Bonaparte’s headquarters in Florence. Antique
wooden doors, elegant chandeliers, and high
windows still lend a medieval Italian charm
to the property. Inside are treasures in every
corner, including a Last Supper fresco from
1642 by Baroque artist Nicodemo Ferrucci, a
painting by Santi di Tito, and a stone coffin
bearing the insignia of Pope Eugene IV.
Playful contemporary works by popular Italian
street artist Blub are a recent addition here.
Don’t miss his reproduction of Michelangelo’s
David, wearing a scuba mask! The general
manager’s friendly Labrador adds loads of
charm to the property.

Tip: The immaculate gardens, overflowing
with lemon trees and roses, are perfect for
impromptu picnics. belmond.com

XVA Art Hotel, Dubai
This beautiful boutique hotel is a rare find
in a country known for its glitzy skyscrapers
and expansive shopping malls. The tranquil,
100-year-old property, located in the heart
of the historic Al Fahidi quarter, is a popular
retreat among artists, writers, and creative
thinkers. Contemporary art juxtaposed against
a backdrop of the traditional is the main draw
here. This is reflected in the beautiful, quaint
courtyards dotted with old trees decorated with
modern trinkets, ceilings featuring avant-garde
installations, and historical wind towers. All
the 15 bespoke rooms are individually themed
by artists like Egyptian designer Karim Rashid
and Beirut-born Zayan Ghandour. Works by
local artists and craftspeople are generously
on display here. The property is also home to
a gallery showcasing Middle Eastern art.
Tip: Their café serves some of the best vegan
and vegetarian food in Dubai. The mint
lemonade is a must-try. xvahotel.com

Clockwise from far left:
Colourful African art on
display in the rooms at
The Silo, Cape Town;
The charmingly rustic
façade of the Belmond Villa
San Michele, Florence;
Open-air setting of the
pretty inner courtyard
at XVA Hotel, Dubai.
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48 HOURS IN

JEDDAH

Explore the many traditional and modern artistic offerings
of Jeddah with our special two-day itinerary that will have
you exclaiming, Jeddah ghair (Jeddah is different)!
A HORSE TALE
The grand Nassif House once had
an internal pathway that allowed
King Abdulaziz to ride his horse
straight from the street up to his
office on the second floor!

By SHIKHA SHAH
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Post lunch, make your way to
Jeddah’s spectacular historical district.
The winding cobblestone alleyways
of Al Balad (The Town), a UNESCO
Heritage Site, are home to cats, souks,
the city’s oldest mosque, and more than
500-year-old buildings constructed
from coral limestones (Al-Mangabi
stones) excavated from the Red Sea.
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DAY 1
The blazing Saudi sun can be quite
challenging at times. As such, it’s
preferable to spend the first half of
the day indoors. One of the coolest
places to begin your tour—literally
and creatively—is Al Tayebat
Museum. Housed in a former palace

representing the Hejazi architectural
style, this massive centre boasts more
than 300 rooms filled with rare
manuscripts, exquisite art, and ancient
coins, weapons, jewels, and Islamic
pottery. The displays of nomadic
Bedouin life and Hejazi bridalwear are
a must-see here. Steal a moment of
calm at the beautiful mosque here.
It’ll probably be lunchtime by now.
Head to Tofareya, a popular restaurant
on Prince Sultan Road, for Arabic and
Yemeni home-style fare. Begin your
meal with a cup of fragrant qahwa
(Arabic coffee), along with some
must-try dishes—hummus altofareya
(house-special hummus), meat
sambousa (minced meat and date
molasses stuffed pastry), and lamb
mandi (rice dish cooked in a mandi
spice mix). Finish with local desserts
like muhalabiah (milk pudding with
pomegranate jelly) or the basbousa
(syrup-soaked semolina cake).
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THERE ARE CERTAIN PLACES IN THE
world that stir the soul and inspire
creativity. An erstwhile centre of trade
and the gateway to the holy cities of
Mecca and Medina, this remarkable
metropolis in Saudi Arabia boasts
a unique blend of the old and new.
Think modern skyscrapers, chic
cafés, and contemporary art galleries
standing alongside historic buildings
dating back to the 7th century! Come
explore the magic and mystery of
this ‘Bride of the Red Sea’—named
so because of its location on the
eponymous coast.

souks selling everything from fabrics,
shoes, perfumes, and trinkets to spices.
The sheer variety of khajoor (dates)
available here will leave you stunned.
Round off your first day in Jeddah
with a juicy shawarma wrap from
Shawarma Bu Daeij, a local eatery.

Clockwise from far left:
Serene setting of the Al Rahma Mosque on the Red
Sea; Futuristic installations at the Corniche; Lush
interiors of the pretty Al Makkiyah House; Wide
variety of dates on sale at the souk; Traditional
latticed windows in Jeddahʼs historical district.

The profusion of intricately designed
wooden latticed windows here, known
as mashrabiya or rawasheen, are
certain to grab your attention. For a
closer look at distinctive Arabic interior
design, visit the historic Baeshan and
Nassif Houses; the latter once served
as the residence of King Abdulaziz, the
founder of Saudi Arabia. After sunset,
the streets come alive with colourful

DAY 2
Jeddah’s location along the scenic Red
Sea coast will be the highlight of your
second day here. The Corniche—a
picturesque promenade packed
with restaurants, shopping outlets,
hotels, fountains, children’s parks,
beaches, and more—forms the heart
of the city’s social life. A must-visit
along Central Corniche is the openair Jeddah Sculpture Museum that
hosts more than 20 world-famous
sculptures, including Abraj (Food
for Thought) created from Hejazi
aluminium pots by Saudi artist
Maha Malluh. Nearby, the tranquil
Hassan Enany Mosque is an excellent
example of Islamic architecture.

Located in Northern Corniche, the
prominent Al Rahma Mosque, also
known as the Floating Mosque, makes
for a wonderfully serene vision as it
stretches out into the Red Sea.
A 10-minute drive from Northern
Corniche is Ash Shati, Jeddah’s posh
residential neighbourhood boasting
historian and renowned architect
Dr Sami Angawi’s palatial family
home, Al Makkiyah House (The
Mecca House). This stunning
four-storey villa features antiques
from around the globe, including a
350-year-old stone entrance from
Mecca, mosaic tiles from Turkey and
Morocco, gorgeous Persian rugs, and
mirrors from Syria and Egypt. The
beautifully designed inner courtyard
is built around a pool surrounded by
generous foliage. Be sure to pre-book
a tour here. It’s a must-not-miss site!
As daylight fades, head back to
the Corniche that takes on a new aura
in the evening. Find a spot across the
Ritz Carlton Hotel at golden hour
and marvel at the elegant silhouette
of the 312-metres-high King Fahd’s
Fountain. For a meal with a view,
dine at Mataam Al Sharq inside the
Waldorf Astoria nearby. Or, head to
Khayal on Prince Sultan Road for their
metre-long Turkish kebabs! Bring
your journey to a sweet end with their
delectable baklava.
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Open only for you.
Complimentary ﬂight ticket
vouchers on joining or renewing your
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Give a missed call on 1800 419 1508

E S C A P E
CHRONICLES OF IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES

A WONDER-FUL WORLD!
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Five mesmerising, design-forward, must-visit landmarks from across the globe.

RANI KI VAV, INDIA

THE OPUS, DUBAI

Located in Patan, Gujarat,
this magnificent stepwell is
a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. Designed to resemble
an inverted temple, in the
Maru-Gurjara architectural
style, it hosts thousands of
sculptures and has seven
levels of stairs leading down
into a deep well!

This modern marvel in
the Burj Khalifa district
features two separate towers
fused into one iconic glass
structure in the shape of
a cube! With a free-form
gap in the centre! This void
offers a unique contrast
to the otherwise precise
geometry of the building.

BASILICA CISTERN,
TURKEY

WALT DISNEY CONCERT
HALL, USA

Built in 532 AD, this is
Istanbul’s largest surviving
Byzantine cistern. The
underground chamber
covers about 9,800 square
metres, with 336 marble
pillars and two bewitching
visages of Medusa, from
Greek mythology.

Designed by famed architect
Frank Gehry, the undulating
sleek, metallic façade of this
modern building symbolises
the movement of music. The
curved and billowing steel
roof presents a unique
design, while functioning as
an acoustical system, too.

WAT RONG KHUN, THAILAND

This stunning creation near Chiang Rai is an art exhibit styled
like a Buddhist temple. Also known as ‘The White Temple’, it
features a gorgeous white exterior, shimmering with embedded
glass mirrors. Inside, unexpectedly, are murals of Michael
Jackson, Harry Potter, Superman, and more!
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THE
OTHER PARIS

The grand Basilica of
Sacré-Coeur looms
majestically over
Montmartre.

Discover another side to the City
of Love with a tour of two vibrantly
alive neighbourhoods, home to
a stimulating art, architecture,
and culture scene.
By SATARUPA PAUL
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An artsy vibe marks the cobbled ,
tree-lined streets of Montmartre.
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FIRST-TIME VISITORS ARE JUSTIFIABLY
awed by her world-famous landmarks.
But return to the City of Love again
and again, take the time and effort to
know her better, and Paris will reveal
herself slowly and mysteriously for
the truly enchanting city that she is.
For beyond her popular sights are
neighbourhoods bustling with a rich
artistic heritage, and an aspect of the
French capital to which only the most
curious and ardent are privy.
We’re talking about the absolutely
gorgeous districts of Montmartre and
Montparnasse. For a largely flat city,
these are the only two communities
built at an elevation—one on the sole
hill in the north, and the other in the
south, on an erstwhile hillock that was
later flattened. Panoramic views aside,
these two neighbourhoods are also a
deep dive into the cultural fabric of
Paris, as they both served as the artistic
and intellectual heart of the city at
different points in time.
The Magic of Montmartre
Perched atop a small hill or butte in
the 18th arrondissement, Montmartre

Artists set up their easels and share their
artwork in a public square in Montmartre.

has historically been one of the most
popular melting pots of art and
culture. On my first few visits here,
I soaked in its lively atmosphere on
foot, climbing the 200-odd steps to
the very top of the district. This time,
I chose to explore it with a certain
dramatic flair—in a convertible
vintage car! There are several
operators who run such tours; Travel
Curious, especially, offers interesting
itineraries with guides who combine
local knowledge and storytelling to
present intimate details of a place in
the most engaging of ways.
The morning was a particularly
balmy one, which was a pleasant
surprise given the sweltering
European summer this year. My
guide Pierre arrived at my hotel
in a cheery, blue and yellow
1982 Citroen 2CV, with the canvas
roof rolled down and old French
songs playing over the radio. The sun
was soft and the breeze cool—the
perfect day to waltz around Paris
in an open-top, vintage car. We
arrived in Montmartre sometime
before noon; the wide-open,

tree-lined avenues gave way to
a maze of narrow cobbled lanes
climbing steeply up the hill.
From between the tightly lined
Haussmann-style buildings, the
characteristic architectural style of
Paris, the magnificent Basilica of
Sacré Coeur played peek-a-boo.
“So, why is it called Montmartre?”
I asked Pierre, as we waited at a
crossing for a group of pedestrians
ambling across the street. Nobody
seemed to be in any hurry, including
Pierre who told me about the place’s
history in a French-laced drawl.
A 9th-century text describes the
beheading of a certain Saint Denis,
a bishop, at the hilltop in 250 BCE;
his crime was preaching Christianity
to the Gallo-Roman inhabitants of
the time. As per the tale, the bishop
picked up his severed head and
walked down the slope, where he
breathed his last. A chapel was built
at the spot and the hill came to be
known as ‘Mont des Martyrs’, later
Gallicised to Montmartre.
In 1134, King Louis VI upgraded
the chapel to the Church of Saint
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Pierre de Montmartre, which
still stands today as one of the
oldest surviving churches in Paris.
Montmartre remained outside city
limits until 1 January 1860, when it
was annexed and became a part of
Paris. The Basilica of Sacré-Coeur
was later built at the hilltop as a
symbol of France’s penance for the
French Revolution. Designed in a
Neo Byzantine-Romanesque style, the
white-domed church is magnificent
not only in its architecture but also
the view it affords of all of Paris,
as well as the countryside for 50
kilometres around! Time flew by as
I stood marvelling at the panorama,
before heading inside to be amazed by
yet another spectacle—the largest and
most important religious mosaic in
France, Christ in Majesty, made with
25,000 enamelled pieces of ceramic,
covering a massive 475 square metres
of ceiling space.
A treat for the art lover in me was
up next. During the Belle Époque
from 1872 to 1914, numerous artists
and musicians moved to Montmartre
for its low rents and congenial
atmosphere. French Impressionist
painter Pierre-Auguste Renoir
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rented a space at 12 Rue Cortor,
later inhabited by Montmartre-born
artist Maurice Utrillo and Fauvist
painter Raoul Dufy. The building now
stands as the Musée de Montmartre.
Pablo Picasso, too, lived in the
neighbourhood—he painted one of
his most important masterpieces, Les
Demoiselles d’Avignon, here—and so
did Vincent van Gogh, Pierre Brissaud,
and a host of other famous artists.
By the end of the 19th century,
the butte became known for its cafés,
guinguettes (open-air taverns), and
cabarets. The Le Chat Noir, a bustling
nightclub founded in 1881, became
an immensely popular hangout for
writers and poets. Soon after, the
Moulin Rouge was established, which
became the birthplace of the French
cancan dance. Interestingly, many of
the cabarets, including the famous
Moulin Rouge, still operate today,
dividing Montmartre into two sharply
contrasting areas—one glamorous and
titillating with neon signs; the other,
bohemian, artsy, and free in spirit.
The Mystery of Montparnasse
At the onset of World War I, many
of the artists who called Montmartre

Human skulls line the cavernous
walls of the eerie Catacombs of
Paris, Montparnasse.

home, scurried bag, baggage, and easel
down the hill and across the Seine
River to the south of Paris, where they
found a new home in the only other
hilly neighbourhood, Montparnasse.
I followed in their footsteps and found
myself in the hip and bustling district
one afternoon. Back in the day, this
was a world apart from what the
artists were used to in Montmartre—
economically, socially, and politically.
Unlike its more elite and sanitised
contemporary, Montparnasse was
gritty, tough, and uncompromising,
filled with near-penniless immigrant
artists, sculptors, writers, poets, and
composers from around the world,
who had fled the suffocatingly
conservative Anglo-Saxon regimes
in favour of artistic freedom.
Yet, the neighbourhood thrived
and became the heart of Les Années
Folles or ‘The Crazy Years’ in the
1920s—often described as the Golden
Age of Paris. Post WWI, the city
had transformed into the home of
the avant-garde with the advent of
Cubism, Surrealism, and Dadaism.
And Montparnasse became the centre
of this new euphoric world, emerging
as the most prosperous and prolific
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The serene, picturesque setting of
Cimetière du Montparnasse is the final
resting place of many celebrities.

art colony of the 20th century. Besides
popular artists, numerous famous
writers called it home, too, including
James Joyce, Ernest Hemingway,
Marc Chagall, Henry Miller, and
others. It was a community where
creativity was embraced with all
its oddities.
Many such stories emerged as I
walked through the neighbourhood,
flitting in and out of its many
galleries and cafés, and especially
at the Cimetière du Montparnasse,
where several celebrities are buried,
including Jean-Paul Sartre and
Samuel Beckett. I couldn’t have been
more content, but another delight
awaited—the best French crêpes in
the city from one of the countless
crêperies here. In my experience, a
day is not enough to unearth the
many mysteries of Montparnasse.
As I found my long summer day
here swiftly morphing into night,
I made my way to one last attraction
of Montparnasse—the Catacombs
of Paris!
An underground network of
tunnels built to consolidate the city’s
ancient stone quarries, the Catacombs
came into their present being in 1810.

Bright, neon lights of the ever-pulsating
Moulin Rouge, Montmartre.

In an effort to accommodate the city’s
overflowing cemeteries, it became
an ossuary to hold the remains of
more than six million people. Largely
forgotten for some years, it was
opened to public visitation in 1874.
Given all the artistic energy flowing
above ground in Montparnasse, it was
all but natural for some of it to seep
down below, as the Catacombs soon
became a novelty place for concerts,
art shows, and other events. Today, it
is one of the 14 museums managed
by Paris Musées, and is open to the
public for thrilling night tours.
As I emerged from the upside
down into a quiet Parisian full
moon night, my eyes still getting
used to human faces after looking at
skeletons for hours, I could’ve sworn
I heard a piano play the ‘Moonlight
Sonata’. Whether it was a musician
perfecting their notes in one of the
bars that was still open or the echo
of a Catacomb concert from the past,
that remains to be seen!

LA VALLÉE VILLAGE
Located a short distance from
Paris, this charming destination
offers all the pleasures of a
bespoke shopping and dining
experience in an idyllic setting
reminiscent of a quaint Parisian
neighbourhood. With its cobbled
streets, chic boutiques, and
cosy cafés, the gorgeous La
Vallée Village is home to several
international designer stores
including Armani, Celine, Gucci,
Prada, and more. A must-visit!
thebicestercollection.com
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A TRYST WITH THE PAST

Clockwise from far left:
Lucknow in the 19th century, with the Gomti
River running through it; The Rumi Darwaza is
a splendid example of Awadhi architecture;
A painting believed to depict Nawab Mir Qasim;
Labyrinthine maze inside the Bara Imambara.

The next time youʼre in Lucknow, the City of Nawabs, leave no stone unturned
to get a taste of its rich history and culture.

Walking Through History
At some point in the 18th century, the
nawabs, the nobility of Persian origin,
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decided to create a semi-independent
state in Awadh. A trip to Lucknow is
incomplete without experiencing a
tale or two of their flamboyance. And,
what they built is relevant to date. The
landmark monuments speak volumes
about Lucknow’s identity. During
the reign of Nawab Asaf-ul-Daulah
(1775-1797) came the Bara Imambara.
The Bhool Bhulaiya—a labyrinthine
network of corridors with 489
identical doorways, positioned above
the main hall—is a must-visit. The
Chota Imambara, also known as the
Hussainabad Imambara, is one of the
greatest imambaras (assembly halls)
to be built during the reign of Nawab
Muhammad Ali Shah (1837-1842).
The Rumi Darwaza, built between
1775 and 1797, has a cusp arch on
the western side and three large
openings formed by pointed arches.
It features 13 small arches and is
flanked by two arcaded wings on the
eastern side. Farhat Baksh Kothi, a
royal complex, was designed by Major
General Claude Martin, who brought

French architecture to Lucknow,
and developed by Nawab Saadat Ali
Khan. A wide road, almost two miles
long, starting from this regal citadel,
connects to the former hunting lodge
of Dilkusha Kothi. A visit to the latter
gives you a glimpse of a confluence of
cultures. While at Kaiserbagh, Nawab
Wajid Ali Shah’s grand address, a
sequence of gateways are a typical
architectural device that hint at a
celebration of power.
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THE CONSTANTINOPLE OF INDIA,
Shiraz-i-Hind, and the Golden City
of the East are some of the glorious
names given to Lucknow, a landmark
city that has played a pivotal role in
India’s history. In the last 700 years,
it has been the seat of many erstwhile
royals and colonists—from the mighty
Mughals, Nawabs of Awadh, and
Persian invaders to the East India
Company and British viceroys. Each
brought in different nuances to the
city and left their respective legacies
to influence the next. It was also the
centre of many cultural movements.
Mythology, too, shaped the city’s
cultural context. As per a Hindu
legend, Lord Ram gifted this region
to his brother Lakshman. Apparently,
a village on a hillock overlooking a
river became Lakshmanpur; the word
‘Lucknow’ seems to be an anglicised
derivative of this.
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By RASHIMA NAGPAL

A Rich Legacy
In its heyday, Lucknow’s skyline had
Aurangzeb’s mosque on Lakshman
Hill, countless imambaras, and
the karbalas (mausoleums), whose
minarets towered above the tightly
packed city. Although conventionally
associated with the martyrdom of
heroes, the imambaras simply served
to celebrate the warrior’s identity.
Thus, they gained significance among
the Rajputs who were known for
their loyalty towards the nawabs. This
confluence can be observed in the
imambaras’ architecture, featuring
nuances of both Mughal and Rajput
aesthetics. The karbalas, however, are
inspired by the Persian rauzas (tombs),
and are meant to represent the
battlefield of Karbala and the burial
places of Imams Hasan and Husain
in Iraq. Their features resemble the
Iranian and Iraqi prototypes. Think
plain façades, minarets with balconies,
the domed vault of the central shrine
decorated with stars—emphasising
meditation and solitude.

Living the Culture
Between the Persians and the Nawabs
of Awadh, Lucknow transformed into
a flourishing centre for the arts, with
lavish patronage to prose and poetry.
The quintessential Lucknawi tehzeeb
(mannerisms) we admire today is due
to the beauty of the Urdu language and
its popularity in the region. The rulers
believed in the power of poetry, and
their customs, etiquettes, and grand
traditions were all underlined by the
use of this mellifluous language.
Towards the end of the 18th century,
as tensions grew in Delhi, many court
poets and artists migrated to Lucknow.
This gave birth to Dabistan-e-Lakhnau,
a scholarly sect in the city, with artistes
such as Hasrat Mohani, Ameer Minai,
Beghum Akhtar, and Meer Taqi Meer
to name a few. Today’s literati can tell
you about the age-old understanding
between the revered ghazal traditions
of Dabistan-e-Dehli and Dabistan-eLakhnau, respectively.
This migration of artists made way
for another art form now intrinsic to

Lucknow: kathak. Home to this Indian
dance form that incorporates music
with storytelling, the Lucknow gharana
is one of the three major schools of
kathak. Vivid portrayals of the city by
Satyajit Ray in his film Shatranj ke
Khiladi and by Muzaffar Ali for his film
Umrao Jaan, set against the backdrop
of aristocratic Awadh, are all testament
to the city’s cultural significance.
Contemporary Scenario
For a delightful experience of art, the
Hussainabad Picture Gallery, one of the
oldest picture galleries in the city, is a
must-visit. It was founded by Nawab
Mohammad Ali Shah in 1838 and
features rare life-size portraits of the
nawabs. Some say these paintings were
made on elephant skin and the colour
came from diamonds!
Most people who visit Lucknow do
not return without buying its signature
embroidery called chikankari. This,
however, is just one of the many gems
of Lucknow to be explored. Seek and
maybe you will find them.
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A PICTURE IS WORTH
A THOUSAND WORDS
Ever stood in front of a work of art and wondered about the secret of its appeal?
Heard the stories behind these creations that make them so enchanting yet
elusive? We unravel these details by presenting some of the worldʼs most
celebrated paintings and revealing the fascinating truths behind
their creases, curves, and colours.
BY AAKRITI JASWANT

Guernica, 1937
PABLO PICASSO

Girl with Balloon, 2006
Famed, anonymous graffiti artist Banksyʼs depiction of a
young girlʼs outstretched arm towards a red, heart-shaped
balloon is an enduring symbol of innocence and love. In
2002, the stencil murals of this image appeared in various
locations throughout London. However, in 2018, during a
Sotheby auction of the 2006 framed version, the closing
bid for the artwork was suddenly and shockingly followed
by the spontaneous shredding of the paintingʼs lower half.
Needless to say, it left everyone stunned. Banksy later
revealed he had hidden a paper shredder within the frame.
The painting then acquired a new title, Love is in the Bin.
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This arresting artwork was made in response to the
disastrous bombing carried out by Nazi Germany on
the city of Guernica during the Spanish Civil War. A vivid
portrayal of the violence and suffering wrought by war,
it depicts a mass of wailing humans and animals,
employing Picassoʼs characteristic cubist figures.
A closer look reveals the 'hidden' image of a human skull
in the horse's nostrils and teeth. The massive, monochrome
oil painting was first exhibited at the 1937 Paris World Fair
and later travelled extensively across the globe, creating
awareness about the brutality of battle.

Portrait of Madame X, 1883-84
JOHN SINGER SARGENT

This painting was responsible for creating a huge scandal in
Parisian high society! Hereʼs why. The portrait is of Virginie
Amélie Avegno Gautreau—an American expatriate married
to a Frenchman. Both Sargent and Gautreau had ambitions
of climbing the social ladder, and the painter hoped this
work of art would make his aspirations a reality. Instead,
the modelʼs suggestive posture, exposed shoulders, and
the gownʼs deep neckline sent shockwaves through the
society, deeply offended by the perceived ʻimmoralityʼ of
the painting. Sargent had to repaint a shoulder strap, which
originally was depicted as having slipped down, and the
scandal forced him to leave Paris.
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The Gross Clinic, 1875
THOMAS EAKINS

VINCENT VAN GOGH

A violent argument with fellow Post-Impressionist and housemate Paul Gauguin, followed by a sudden act of self-mutilation, and a stay
at the hospital led Van Gogh to paint this deeply personal piece. The artist later admitted having no recollection of this incident. In the
backdrop of the artwork, he included an impression of Geishas in a Landscape, a famous 1870s Japanese woodblock print, reflecting
the influence of this form on his own creations. Interestingly, while the troubled artist had chopped off his left ear, the painting
shows a bandaged right ear, as he had painted himself in a mirror!
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Self-Portrait with Bandaged Ear, 1889
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An iconic American painting, this masterpiece portrays
famous surgeon Dr. Samuel Gross, in a black frock coat,
and a group of students from the Jefferson Medical College
(today the Thomas Jefferson University). The painting
depicts a surgery of the femur, as was witnessed by Eakins
(seen on the right side of the painting, next to the railing).
Admired for its realism, the artwork holds an important
place in the medical world as it represents the rise
of surgery as a method of healing rather than just
amputation, and showcases an authentic 19th-century
surgical theatre scene.

Nocturne in Black and Gold,
The Falling Rocket, 1875
JAMES ABBOTT MCNEILL WHISTLER

A part of his series of paintings titled Nocturnes, this
luminous work famously initiated a lawsuit between Whistler
and art critic John Ruskin. The noted Victorian critic harshly
judged this painting, writing that this piece was just the
artist “flinging a pot of paint in the public's face.” This caused
Whistler to sue him for libel. The ensuing case encouraged a
conversation around the creative roles of artists and critics in
society. Unfortunately, while Whistler won the case,
he went bankrupt by the end.
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Ophelia, 1851-52

SIR JOHN EVERETT MILLAIS

This beautiful picture, depicting the solemn drowning of
Shakespeareʼs eponymous heroine in Hamlet, ironically, has quite
an amusing backstory, as its creation was nothing less than a
comedy of errors. While painting outside, Millais had to constantly
drive away flies and was even reproached for trespassing a field.
His muse, Elizabeth Siddal, used to pose in a tub of water. During
one sitting, the oil lamps placed under the tub to warm the water
went out, and Siddal caught a severe cold. As a result, her father
forced Millais to pay the medical bills! The painting, in any case,
is considered a fine example of the pre-Raphaelite movement.

The Scream, 1893

EDVARD MUNCH

This expressionist work was originally titled The Shriek of Nature.
The inspiration behind the masterpiece has been detailed by
Munch in his diary. “One evening, I was walking along a path,
the city was on one side and the fjord below. I felt tired and ill. I
stopped and looked out over the fjord—the sun was setting, and
the clouds turning blood red. I sensed a scream passing through
nature; it seemed to me that I heard the scream. I painted this
picture, painted the clouds as actual blood.” While some attribute the colour of the sky to a possible volcanic eruption, others
point to Munchʼs feelings of melancholy, especially since his
sister had recently been admitted to a mental asylum.
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The Ghent Altarpiece, 1432
HUBERT AND JAN VAN EYCK

This grand altarpiece of 12 panels, also known as the Adoration
of the Mystic Lamb, has been repeatedly attacked and stolen
from St. Bavoʼs Cathedral in Ghent, Belgium—first by Calvinists
who intended to burn it, then taken by Napoleonʼs soldiers as
war booty, followed by thieves in 1934 who stole the lower left
panel, and finally by the Germans during World War II. Still, the
magnificent polyptych is remarkably resilient, having survived
it all, except for the one panel that has never been recovered. An
excellent copy of the missing panel currently fills its position.

Portrait of Adele Bloch-Bauer I, 1907

GUSTAV KLIMT

This shimmering artwork depicts socialite Adele Bloch-Bauer. A
glorious example of Klimt's golden phase—characterised by the use
of gold leaf—this masterpiece remained in the Bloch-Bauer familyʼs
townhouse until it was looted by the Nazis. The painting, later, ended
up in The Belvedere Gallery, which claimed its ownership. This led to
a dramatic legal fight in which Adeleʼs niece, Maria Altmann, sought
to regain possession of the artwork that belonged to her family. The
entire incident was made into a movie, Woman in Gold, with Helen
Mirren essaying Altmannʼs role. In 2006, Ronald Lauder, co-owner of
Estée Lauder, bought the painting for US$135 million!
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NO PLACE LIKE HOME

Bengaluru-based NGO Nivasa has been changing lives through architectural resources with its thoughtful
vision of providing humane living conditions for disadvantaged communities. We chat with them about
their relentless pursuit to deliver customised housing solutions to those in need.
By AAKRITI JASWANT
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A fully constructed anganwadi and
(inset) before it was redesigned.

Top: Design concepts created for Nivasa’s CLC (Construction Labour Community) Scheme;
Left: Completed community centre at Nivasa’s flagship site in Thimmaiahnadoddi, Karnataka.

Path-breaking Projects
In keeping with these principles, the
foundation has successfully fulfilled
many village-redevelopment schemes.
Their flagship project began in 2012
in Thimmaiahnadoddi, Karnataka,
and is a shining model of collaborative
effort. Initially, Nivasa had to design
and build a community centre to
overcome the locals’ wariness; the
trust used stabilised adobe blocks
(SAB) that are both cost-effective and
environmentally friendly. Soon, people
began building the houses themselves.
The villagers then embraced the
subsequent tree-plantation drives,
road development, and beautification
initiatives, too. This project was
then replicated, quite effectively,
in Kottamedu, Tamil Nadu, and
Udagirinallapannahalli, Karnataka.

Nivasa also introduced a highly
innovative programme aimed at
providing shelter to the rural and
urban landless communities—Project
Suitcase. Portable design structures,
which can be easily dismantled and
shifted as needed, were constructed
for migrant workers and others,
enabling them to ‘carry’ their homes
with them when required to shift base.
In 2015, Project Suitcase won the
Neighbourhood Partnership Challenge

Al l im a ges co ur tesy of N i va sa .

BUYING OR CONSTRUCTING A HOME
of one’s own remains a cherished
dream of many. With consistently
increasing prices, people spend
their entire lives unable to invest
in a house. If this is the reality
for a middle-income person,
what about the rural and urban
poor of our country? In 2018, the
Indian Council for Research on
International Economic Relations
published a report stating that the
country’s metropolitan housing
deficit reached 29 million in
2018 from 18.78 million in 2012
(based on the number of physically
inadequate houses). Contextually,
that’s a whopping 54 per cent rise
in just a handful of years!
To help bridge this gap, architect
Akhila Ramesh, along with a team
of fellow architects involved in
the social sector, founded Nivasa,
an architectural and engineering
not-for-profit trust, in 2012. The
organisation believes that, by using
design as a tool, they can provide
“humane and dignified living
conditions for the underserved
segment in India.” As per their
philosophy to ‘Implement, Influence,
and Inspire,’ most of their projects
are a collaborative effort with the
community, which is actively involved
in the construction process. Nivasa
uses people-centred design practices
and keenly works with multiple
NGOs, partners, and the government
to provide effective housing solutions
for the impoverished.

award for Nivasa’s work in building
mobile-housing prototypes in a slum
for garbage collectors. In Karnataka’s
Manchenahalli, a tribal hamlet of
fewer than 30 families, 15 units of this
type of transit housing have already
been created, delivering shelter and
dignity to the local populace.
Nivasa also launched Project
Griha, based on the belief that
traditional vernacular architecture
already boasts a rich heritage of
indigenous designs benefitting the
culture and climate of a given region.
Under this scheme, the organisation
studies, documents, and develops
a district-wise design template
for dissemination that contains
information about the local economy,
environment, and socio-cultural
sensitivities of the community.

A Holistic Approach
Beyond actual construction, Nivasa
is also proud of its I CARE (I will
Compassionately Act to Reach Out and
Execute) awareness programme that
conveys the importance of humane
living conditions for construction
workers on site. Partnering with notfor-profit organisation ECHO, the
initiative is conducted over Zoom with
trainees who belong to environmental
health, safety, and project management
teams belonging to a wide range of
construction companies.
The trust also launched a podcast
series called ‘Unheard-Unseen’ to
discuss the problems faced by migrant
workers in cities. Team member and
architect Meenakshi states that huge
construction projects in Bengaluru
employ hundreds of migrant labourers,
who live in make-shift camps. Nivasa’s
interventions in this realm have
benefited over 20,000 construction
labourers. Their CLC (Construction
Labour Community) Scheme partners
with NGOs like APSA (Association
for Promoting Social Action) to
provide design guidelines and conduct
workshops and training modules for

all stakeholders, such as labourers,
contractors, and more, who construct
the homes themselves. In one such
project at RMZ Azure, Bengaluru,
active recreational and green zones
along with separate bath and wash
areas were planned, as well, to address
the emotional and physical needs of
the workers. Nivasa, together with
APSA, also conducts regular health
camps and tobacco-alcohol awareness
programmes.
Miles To Go…
This year, Nivasa celebrates a decade
of making a difference. Trustee
Usha Shetty says, “At the end of 10
years, we have a body of work we are
proud of. Yet, there is so much to
do, with the scale of the challenges
this sector poses. But we aspire to
do much more.” On the horizon are
plans with architecture institutes
working on repositories of vernacular
documentation, and projects aimed at
a large segment comprising the lower
middle class. Nivasa continues to
provide space, and thereby, a voice, to
those in need. And we are grateful for
their life-changing endeavours.
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ENHANCE THE NEW FEELING
At Vistara, we strive to make your travel memorable in more ways than one.
You can pre-purchase the following services at prices that are significantly lower
than the airport rates, up to 60 minutes prior to flight departure*.

VISTARA GETAWAYS ►
Choose Vistara Getaways and let us take
care of all your travel and safety needs
from start to finish. This includes booking
your flight with Vistara and stay at top
hotels handpicked by our travel partner,
Thomas Cook.

◄ VISTARA
UPGRADE
Upgrade to India's only

Premium Economy or the
best-in-class Business
Class. Instantly upgrade
yourself to the next cabin
class at a nominal price!

VISTARA PRIORITY

VISTARA SELECT

Enhance your Economy Class
experience with priority checkin, boarding and baggage
handling. Eliminate the stress of
waiting in long queues and
expedite your journey with
Vistara Priority.

Comfort is essential when travelling and
one of the most important aspects of it is
choosing your preferred seat. A window
seat for the perfect view or an aisle seat
for added comfort - select your seat by
paying a nominal fee and travel the way
you wish to!

VISTARA
MEET & ASS IST

VISTARA
GATE TO GATE

Enjoy travel assistance services with
Vistara Meet & Assist - a service powered
by Airportzo. This service is ideal for
business travellers, senior citizens in
need of assistance, first-time travellers,
and passengers travelling alone.

Vistara Gate to Gate, in partnership with
CarterX, ensures you travel hands-free. Get your
luggage picked up from your address in the city
of departure and delivered to your place of stay
at the destination city. This service is available
in select cities only.

*

THE LAST WORD

MAN OF THE MOMENT
Having established his label as a leading luxury lifestyle brand, JJ Valaya tells us about his design
sensibilities, attention to detail, and his exciting new ventures.
By ANANYA BAHL

We are royal nomads with a penchant
for Art Deco. Whether it’s fashion,
home décor, or even my photography,
one will find these elements across the
board. Our processes begin with robust
research, followed by sketches, and
the development of colour palettes,
textures, motifs, and techniques.
Tell us about Valaya Home.

I’ve always had a deep interest in
interior design and was waiting for
the right time to put it together. At the
World of Valaya, our signature flagship
space at the JW Marriott in Delhi, I
found a place where I could equally
showcase all my three loves—fashion,
home interiors, and photography. We
focus on putting together a space that
is warm, welcoming, full of surprises,
exciting, sophisticated, and luxurious.
I believe in the importance of details.

and I have showcased my work in the
world’s top galleries. This encompasses
the genres of portraiture, architectural,
still life, and travel photography. It’s a
new kind of creativity that I enjoy a lot.
A destination that inspires you…

My high is any place that has mastered
the art of blending history with
modernity. Italy is my favourite, but
there’s so much to Europe that I may
just change my mind in the future.
Where does Indian fashion stand
in the world arena?

The Indian design ethos has a global
appeal. My advice to young designers
is to infuse their Indian sensibilities
in creations that resonate with the
West. Do this through weaves, prints,
embroideries, and textures. The biggest
international designers use an Indian
ethos to create style statements that
are remembered for years.

What are the essential aspects of
your interior design services?

Any changes in the wedding-apparel
industry in the post-pandemic era?

Listening is key. What kind of home
does the customer want? Thereafter,
I spend time putting together mood
boards and details. Post this, we work
with our associates, an architectural
firm called Amalgamates. Parallelly,
I look for the perfect art, carpets,
chandeliers, and lighting. Fabulous
furniture and artifacts are as intrinsic
as wall paint and textures.

People, today, love to travel and
celebrate. And with the realisation that
life is meant to be lived in the moment,
there’s a stronger longing to make that
big day extra special. So, if there’s been
a change, it’s only been a positive one

Tell us about your foray into the
world of art.

Art is fundamental to everything that
I do. My art is my own photography
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What’s next for JJ Valaya?

There’s a lot happening! We have a
legacy of 30 years and my enthusiasm
to keep creating is at its highest level
ever. I’m still excited by my creations,
and overjoyed with appreciation. I’d
like to keep focusing on perfection
while doing what I adore.

Im a ge cou rtesy : As hi s h S a h i.

How would you define your artistic
inspiration and process?

